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Minister Plans Boycott For Starlight Revue
HospitalStrike
Enters4thWeek

Will Ask Performers
Not To Appear Here
By EDWARD HARRIS

Elder Patterson said, "If the
management is at all interested
in upgrading the black community then why don't they have
black faces in the station's news
department; a black face in the
sales and advertising departments: a black program director and a black assistant gen"We cannot stop people from eral manager?"
listening to WDIA but we will
Bert Ferguson, general manboycott the sponsors of WDIA,"
ager of WDIA said that "We
said Elder Patterson.
have a Negro in the sales deThe well-known radio evange- partment." Mr. Ferguson added
list has denied that he was that a Negro will soon be added
backing the boycott because of to the news staff. As far as an
a grudge. Two weeks ago Elder assistant general manager, Mr.
Patterson's regular WDIA Sun- Ferguson said that he likes to
day broadcast was "terminat- think of A. C. Williams as the
general
manager.
ed by the station's
manage- assistant
But his title is director of pubment."
lic relations.
Elder Patterson along with
several other ministers active A source at WDIA said, that
in local civil rights, have plan- "We can't find any qualified
ned to picket the building that Negroes for these positions" but
houses the studio and business admitted that they train "unqualified' whites for top posioffices of WDIA.
tions.
"The Goodwill Revue this' Elder
Patterson said that for
year will probably be plagued
a station that has become a
with picket lines outside the,
financial empire at the expense
coloseum and at places tickets of black
people it should gear
for the Goodwill Revue are sold. its editorials
to the black man's
We are also sure that when point
of view.
the guest artists learn of our
struggle, they will not appear,"' His Community ,Interest program formerly heard over
said Elder Patterson.
is now on WLOK every
The station's editorial policy Sunday from 10:30 to 11:30 a.m.
and "unfair employment" practices have become the target
of the popular outspoken minister.
Elder Gilbert Patterson, minister of Holy Temple Church of
God in Christ has admitted that
the ground work has been laid
for an intensive boycott of radio
station WDIA beginning this
week.

NAACP Plans

Is Growing Stronger City

Meets

As the Hospital strike entered .. let us use that power."
The Memphis Branch of the
its fourth week, the American I
The conclusion of the leaf- NAACP announces the followFederation of State, County and let, "The boycott has begun. ing meetings which involve the
Municipal employees union Keep your money in your pock- election of officers for the
increased
its
picketing ets until we get justice, jobs Branch for 1970.
numbers and called for a boy- and freedom now." Union
cott of all downtown stores and spokesman say they will keep 1. October 27, 1968; Mt. ()Ike Cathedral, Linden and
branch stores.
marching until the city gives
Lauderdale; 4:00 P.M.;
the hospital employees their
On Monday Oct. 21, fights justice.
Election of Nominatand scuffles occurred as Police
ing Committee
Director Frank Holloman and Last week the striking em2. November 24, 1968; Mt.
PiSlice Chief Henry Lux an- ployees of City of Memphis
Olive Cathedral, Linden
nounced their men would take Hospitals began what they
STUDENT TEACHING
of Student Teaching at
tant, director of personand
Lauderdale;
4:611 1 CONFAB — These four were
whatever steps are needed to called a "direct action- cam Tennessee State, and W. D.
DCi for Metropolitan School
P'.M.; Report of Nominat-i participants in the one-day
keep access to the hospitals pain aimed at ending the four
Callian, consultant superSystem, Nashville-Davidson
ing Committee and elec- Student Teaching Conferopen. John Gaston and City of week old work-stoppage.
visor of secondary educaCounty, and Dr. Phyllis
tion of Election SuperviMemphis stopped accepting paence held at Tennessee State
tion, Memphis Public
Shutt, assistant superintensory Committee.
tients for the duration of the It was reported that superon Oct. 16. Seated are Dr.
Standing
Schools.
are
dent of instruction, Chatvisors
now
working
at
the
strike.
Pearl Gunter, coordinator
James Ileustess, consultanooga School System.
City Hospitals have urged non- 3. December 14, 1968; Elec.
"Here We Go Again" was the striking employees
tion
of
officers;
NAACP
to harass
heading of a recent leaflet hand- and provoke
office, 234 Hernando;
those picketing and
ed to downtown shoppers last if necessary
Polls open from 12:00 noon
swear warrants
Monday, markino the fourth
to 6:00 P.M.
against the striking employees.
week of the strike. An all-out It was
also rumored that 4. Annual Meethig Memphis
boycott was called for in the downtown
Branch NAACP, Decem
merchants will soon
leaflet, against downtown stores ask Mayor
her 15, 1968; Mt. Olive
Loeb to resign.
and outlying branch stores.
Three persons still on the job
Cathedral, Linden and
The leaflet stated, "Keep reported
Lauderdale; 4:1115 P.M.
incidents of violence
Mayor Loeb from doing with
on Monday morning.
the hospital workers what wei
Mrs. Ernestine Donald, of Members in good standing 30
did pot let him :,̀0 witn the
'.:30 'N. Mannuas, 29, a cook at;days prior to these meetings
Sanitation Workers."
N.H. Crump Hospital said she and the election are qualified to
It continued, "1,000 hospital
was trying to get into the hos- participate, vote and hold office.
workers must have justice. It
Two persons were in the l ing opened fire and a bulleta dice game in the backyard
pital and when she tried to
may be Horton's voice, but it
Intensive Care units at t w o struck Mr. Conley in the chest,!of Ray's home.
picket lines six or seven :
cross
is Loeb's will. We must teach
:local hospitals on
Monday right at the top of his stomach. I Officers said there were a
women jumped on her and beat'
the man another lesson. We
after having been shot in sep- During the shooting, Snell-lnumber of conflicting statehave the power in our pockets
-flee Page 2
arate incidents last Sunday. ing fired three shots from his ments given after the shooting, Funeral services for Mrs
The folk singer, Odetta, who
The victims are Leroy Conley, pistol at Mrs. Snelling as she but all of the witnesses agreed Bessie Elizabeth Aldridge. who
Elder
DeWitt
and
the
Hill
;that as a result of its efforts
24, of 504 Boston st., and 011ie fled, but none of the bullets that it was over the 50 cents died while en route to Baptist was received by a standing
Trinity
i
famous
Temple
Church
little Dolly Mae Stewart, seven,
Memorial Hospital on Oct. 11, room only audience when she
Gunn, 30, of 274 Henry st.
struck her.
Ray owed Gunn.
has been admitted and is re- of God in Christ radio personMr. Conley is in the Inten- Homicide Capt. R. L. Wil- were held last Wedne.sday night, appeared in Bruce Hall on the
alities
Pine
from
Bluff,
Ark.,
sponding favorably to classes
Police said Mr. Conley was sive Care Unit Baptist Mem-liams said Mr. Gunn was: Oct. 17, at the Han.* Avenue LeMoyne-Owen College campus,
in the Little City Day School will be special guests on next shot in the chest at 6:10 Sun- orial Hospital.
will be presented in the Uni'shot through the neck, the Baptist Church.
for Mentally Retarded Children. Sunday. Oct. 27. at noon.
day morning while visiting at Snelling
versity Auditorium of the MemImmediately chest, the left arm, right ear,
fled
The
in
MemThe Mallory Knights CharitMrs. Aldridge was the wife phis State University campus
2133 S. Wellington st., at the ;after the shooting and was the stomach, and other parts
Mr. Strong said that the orthe
annual
Harvest Day home
able Organization is now in its ganization has set a goal of [ phis for
of Fred Aldridge of 2295 Hunt- on Tuesday night. Oct. 29, at
of two sisters. Mrs. still being sought by the police of his body.
annual Christmas Fund Drive $5,000 for the 1968 Christmas Drive of the New Jerusalem Dorothy Snelling, 22, and Mrs.
Ray was arrested immediate- er, and the sister-in-law of Mr. 8:30 p.m.
at presstime.
to raise funds to help the poor Fund Drive, and persons who Church of God in Christ at 316 Dessie Mae Dubose, 23.
Sherman Aldridge.
was
cut
Gunn
down
in
after the shooting and will and Mrs.
Mr.
ly
and helpless enjoy the holiday "really care" about the less E. Waldorf ave.
Mr. Conley was visiting the a hail of bullets on Sunday :be charged with assault to Mr. and Mrs. Flenoid Aldridge Odetta is being presented in
season with food, clothing and fortunate may send checks or The program will include the
the MSU Artist Series, and ticand Mrs. Mallie Tompkins.
home when Mrs. Snelling's about 3:45 p.m. after he was murder.
other gifts.
the funeral kets may be purchased at the
Officiating at
money orders to the Mallory. guests singing such favorites divorced husband, Lonnie D. involved in an argument with Mr. Gunn is in St. Joseph's
Harry L. Strong, director of Knights Charitable Organiza- as "Send Me, Lord, And I Will Snelling,
22, who lives at an Roosevelt Ray, 39, of 940 N. Hospital where his condition services were Rev. L. R. But- MSU box office or by calling
the organization, reports that tion at 280 Hernando Street, Go," "Never
Turn Back," "God address in the county, came Sixth st. over the payment of was listed as extremely criti- ler, the pastor, and Revs. H. C. 321-1041.
MKCO has added the mentally Memphis, Tenn, 38126.
Cherry and B. L. Carter.
Never Fails," and others.
by unexpectedly and objected 50 cents won by the victim in cal on Monday.
Upon hearing her vibrant folk
retarded to the list of misfor- Contributions to the Mallory; Elder L. M. Haley
is pastor,to the visitor's presence.
Mrs. Aldridge was the matron singing contralto, a critic for
tunates it seeks to assist, and Knights are tax deductible. I of the host church
After a brief argument, Snell-.1.shington "Star" wrote,
of the Mt. Pleasant ('h''-of the Order of Eastern Star. 'If you had to settle for one
associate matron of the OES in a lifetime, this is the one
Union, secretary of the Ways you'd pick."
and Means Committee of Excelsior Grand Chapter, Tenn- Odetta started out as a classessee Jurisdiction, Prince Hall ical singer, but switched to folk
I Affiliation.
songs after being introduced to
them by a friend.
One of the leading Baptist with the overwhelming support
Interment was on Thursday
ministers in the nation has been of the delegates in spite of the
morning in Rosehill Cemetery The singer, who has been
invited to Memphis to speak endorsement of his opponent by
J. 0. Patterson Funeral Home, wearing her hair in the Afro
on the final night of the twen- :the official family of the Con- Inc., was
in charge of arrange- style long before it caught on
vention.
with the younger set, accomtieth annual session of the Tenments.
1,000
!
Some
Baptist
laymen
panies herself on the guitar.
nessee Regular Baptist Educaare expected to be on hand to
tional State Convention to be
hear Dr. Ray give his address
held at the Hill Chapel Baptist
to the Tennessee Convention on
Church Oct. 28- Nov. 1.
Friday night, Nov. 1.
A native of Texas, Dr Ray
He is Dr. Sandy F. Ray, pastor of the Cornerstone Baptist, is a graduate of the Arkansas
Church in Brooklyn, N. Y.. who: Baptist College and Morehouse
was elected a vice president of College, and holds doctor of didegrees
from
both
the National Baptist Convention vinity
USA. Inc., at the recent annual;schools. His DD was granted
; from Arkansas Baptist in 1936
convention held in Atlanta.
and at Morehouse in 1958.
Dr. Ray was elected to officel Before moving to Brooklyn,
he had pastored First Baptist
Church at LaGrange, Ga., First
Baptist Church at Macon, Ga.,
St. Luke Baptist in Chicago and
the Shiloh Baptist Church at Columbus, Ohio.
While living in Ohio, he was
elected to the State Legislature. He is a member of Alpha
Phi Alpha Fraternity and the
board of directors of the Carver
Federal Savings and Loan Association.
The theme of the twentieth
session of the Convention and
Woman's Auxiliary is "The Relevance of Jesus in the Great
Society."
Dr. A. E. Campbell is president of the Convention and Dr
A. H. Rice executive secretary.
sl,PHAS PICK
CANDI.
candidacy of Atty. George
paign manager for Atty.
liamentarian: Thomas PerMrs W. B. Brooks is president
I) tTE — When Alpha Delta
H. Brown, Jr., as indepon.
Brown; Robert Lewis, vice
kins, chaplain;
Eddison
of the Woman's Auxiliary and
I .0mhda chapter oi Alpha
dent candidate for Slate
president; A. B. Owen,
Morrison, treasurer, George
Mrs. L. M. Ewell secretary.
rto Alpha Fraternity met
Representative from Dissecretary;
and
Marks
Cox. associate editor of
Rev. E. L. Slay is host minisI eesda% night, Oct. 15, at
trict 5. Seated from left
Patterson, c o rresponding
"The Sphinx" magazine,
ter for the meeting. Hill Chapel
h
I I AMP
Restaurant,
are F. L. Young. president
secretary. Standing, from
and W T. McDaniels, serBaptist Church is located at
'n dorsed
m rnibcr
the
of the chapter and cam
left, are Atty. Brown, parjeant-at-arms.
. SANDY RAY
2321 Dexter Avenue.

Young Woman Flees As Ex-Husband

1WDIA

MSU To Present

Shoots Suitor On Surprise Visit

Pin, Bluff Radio
Coming

Mallory Knights
Seeking $5,000
For Xmas Fund

Noted Baptist Pastor
To Address Convention

•

't

Final Rites Held
For OES Official,
Mrs. B. Aldridge

Popular Folk
Singer, Odetta
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Former Kennedy Aide Joins Humphrey Team 17:76/
- former staff assistant to the that Nixon represents to theveteran of the Army Special
C
WASHINGTON, D
Chairman
late Senator Robert Kennedy. hard won gains of the Negro Forces t;ra\ es is president ot
Democratic National
Graves Associates,
Lawrence F. O'Brien today an- will serve as a coordinator for community.
Earl G
He compared Nixon to Gold- Inc a management consultant
nounced that Earl G. Graves, minority groups for the Hum- H
phrey•Muskie campaign.
water and said the only dif- his wife and
Mr Graves, who was given„ ferrice between them is the firm lie li‘ es with
in the Bedford-Stuythe task of mobilizing the black "slick and impersonal machine three sons
ant section of Brooklyn.
ves,
community for Kennedy during assembled by
Nixon which
N\
the late Senator's national pri- d
kes him a formidable condimaate
inary campaign, is credited
with establishing the grass
of New York
HELP MAKE HISTORY
roots organization that contri-; Gra‘es, a native
joined Senator Robert Memphis State University is
buted to the overwhelming sup-;City,
has
port the Senator received fromiCennedy's staff in 1986. He poll- ollectmst materials on Now
, been active in New York
Akonphions. Do you have ol
blick voters
tics since 1964. A graduate of Novo nowsixapers, cliar,es,
A neW public relations firm, Chairman O'Brien, in making Morgan State College and a illttect011ections you would
Jo Bridges Positive Public the announcement, praised datial• or permit Momphi s
Relations, has been established Graves "ability to bring di
to microfilm for the
State
recently, and is now operating verse elements together to Pr
WANTEP'__
SELP
..
Novo History Col le ctio n?
In Room 206 of the AME Mini- work as an effective political ,
mum Salary Building at 280 organization.- He said that the
Cell or writoDowoy Pruett,
EARN $80. A MD.lift! IN
Hernando at.
Baster Library,
Vice President was delighted to
MS
The president of the organi- have Graves on the team.
CORPS TRAINING SCHOOL
04•nophis Stall' Univ.
CALL MAP-SOUTH 526-83961
zation if Mrs. Josephine Brid- Mr Graves said that there,
Phone 321.1206
ges.
should be no 'apathy in the! t
Serving as account executive black community towards the!
for the firm is Mrs. Barbara candidacy of the Vice PresiMyers, formerly of New York dent in view of the racist image
City and Waihington, D.C. She and statements made by Nixon'
has served as training super- and Agnew '' He said that MI
visor for the Lena Horne Cos- felt that black voters should
metics and was for eight be made aware of the threat,
years supervisor of the correspondence department for
the Wall Street Journal.

Jo Bridges
Establishes
A PR Firm

The Memphis Alumnae
Chapter of Delta Sion&
Theta Sorority and their
tries& will enjoy a night
of entertaining drama when
the chapter sponsors the
liday Inn Dinner Thea-

ters' production "Gypsy"
Members of the planning
pictured
are
committee
above. They are from Left
to right on the floor are
the president Mrs. Mattie
Crossley, Dorothy Evans,

Pearl Spann, Margaret Wilburn, Leiria Gilliam, Bernice Abrone, and Josephine
Bridges. (Photo By Continental)

AISY i
NOW SHOWING

AN ADULT
LOOK
AT A
POLICE
DETECTIVE

40.
FRANK
UNATRA
THE
DETECTIVE
LEE REMICKwleterio

PM=

You Don't Pay More..
You JustGetMore At

Save d

Support

KDO Sees Film About The JFK Administration

Continued From Page

Lease trucks from
1

CARL CARSON!

her with chains. She had small
on top of her head.
lacerations
late
Presi-reelection.
A large turnout was reported administration of the
Arrests were made and the
when the Kennedy Democratic,dent John F. Kennedy wast Members of the audience were
still under investiga- ipook
Organization met recently at the shown by Atty. James Irwin. encouraged to support t h e incident
tion.
5.
Nov.
on
slate
Democratic
Keel Avenue Baptist Church at Mr. Irwin is a candidate for
778 N. Bellevue with Rev. U.S. Representative from Dis- During the meeting, Charlie At 6:15 Mrs. Helen Sanders of
Perdy Moody as host minister. 'trict 9 and is opposing Con- Morris. Sr., chairman of a corn- 750 S. Orleans an LPN at John
Gaston, said she was set upon
A film on the 1,000 days of the ,re -man U. n Kuykendall for mitee in the KDO, reported that
!Ie was to meet City Hosrii by an unknown party and push.Director C. Odell Horton in re- ed down, while walking aside
gards to iry'reasing Negro mem- picket lines on Madison after
bership of the Hospital board getting off from work.
Mrs. Mattye Jean Chandler.
form two to six.
26 of 623 Pierce a nurse's aid at
He told the KDO that he ohn G2sion was trying to enwoull n.'cornmend the names 01 ter the Madison entrance 6:20,
Dr. John E. Jordan, Mrs. Katie frn she was knocked down
-;exton president of KDO: T.
and both knees scratched.
H. King and Mrs. Josephine
Mrs. Melba Hursh suffered an
board.

• VALIANT
• ROAD RUNNER
•PLYMOUTH
• CHRYSLER
• IMPERIAL

FANTASTIC VALUES

e ISHER
rif
1925 UNION•275-1143

ammo II.

— PLUS —

FREE PARKING ALL
DAY SUNDAYS!!
AFTER 6 P.M.
WEEKDAYS!

TODAY,FRMAY*SATIMDAYI:

Terrcll for the hospital
injured foot after a strike breakThe club's next meeting will it stomped her ankle while
be held at the Kennedy Demo- crossing the picket line. Severcratic Oragnization headquar- al strike breakers have been
hers at 1252 Jackson on Monday arrested for harrasing the strikers.
night, Oct. 28.

ge••••••••••■•••••••••weemmao
a
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WASH
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LIGHTCOLORED,LOVELY

STYLES...(1) TVv.0• TONE jumper with
flowerpd zipper pull.
(2) NEHRU, body
shaped with buttori
front, (3) SHIRTWAIST look (not.
shown) two pockets
and button front. Allbonded
AcrYlieleetton.- Pastel. Floliday shades.
Choose one today at.
Wocleo and save! -

no•mes••••aanaaamaasaaeaseasaar

AStagrtitTil.
Enjoy the smooth
light taste of
Seagram's V.0.—
The Smooth
Canadian.
Seagram's V.O.
Canadian.
Known by the
company it keeps.
VISAPAN

IAN VVHISKI
.,..A.0„11.:11r.,,711:1„,..S.4„.
OW

Il'ktfit Vex

so"'

147
:
"
: YtAlt5
"
!
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ADA'S FINEST'

IMPORTE

81.1.110 oi SELECTED infiSiiiS. SiyiiRS
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SALE .

Young man,
what's the
easiest way to
Las Vegas?

kl,Ji SEAGRAM DIST iELEAS LOWREY. A.Y.O.

GREAT
SCOTCH!
GREA1 OUTDOOR
DRIESSING ...• 'for-

lively hop-skip-jump
roping-. rte.- Choose
'solid color

rayon/nylon or
nylon/cotton .'printed
denim, . both with
slim, tapered' legs
dind zippered side

cl9aings:"Fal!.Shadei.
Slop Weolco today
fallAtinter
for
. for
clothes
: Christmas:Pilaf

The easiest way to get from here to there IS
also your best bargain. Remember: you get low

You're right...
it's light!

station-to-station rates wheo you Dial Long
Distance Direct... and you save up to 49%
over calling person-to-person. Full dialing
instructions are in the
South Central Be
front of your telephone
book. Nice to remember.
.

MI MOO SI PROOF 100% WADED SCOTCH
MUSHY IMPORTED IT MR BOSTON
INSTILLER INC . IOSTOM. MASS

FANTASTIC SHOE VALUES FOR ALi. THE FAMILY

suUTHGATE SHOPPING CENTER
lhJi SQ. Third St. b Betz Blvd.

EASTGATE sHoprING CENTER
5100 Park Are. 6, Slate Stahun
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Friendship's Women
To Present Teachers
Th. Women of Friendship Women's chorus directed by
Baptist Church, 1355 Vollintine Mrs. Eunice Williams.
Avenue, will observe Annual Mrs. Thelma
Nichols is
Women'. Day Sunday October chairlady of Women's Day
27. The theme for this year's,Activities and Mrs. Beatrice
program will be "A Woman's Whitelow is co-chairlady. Rev.
Touch in a Changing Society." W. A. Suggs is pastor of the
The women of Friendship ehureh.
are proud to present their own The public is cordially invitMrs. Essie Show and Mrs. ed to attend the services.
Mildred Jackson as the 11:00
a.m., and 3:00 p.m., speakers,
respectively.
Mrs. Shaw is a well-known
personality in the Klondike Community, and a faithful worker
in the church. She is a member
of the Imperial Choir, Cones
pondenee Committee, church
secretary, and coordinator of
the Sunday School Christmas Mrs. F. R. LaMarr of 937and Easter Programs. She is H LeMoyne Drive surprised
a graduate of Tennessee State her great-aunt, Mrs. Nellie E.
University and has done gra- Bryant, with a birthday enterduate work at Memphis State tainment 00 Saturday, Oct. 19,
University. Presently, she is a in the observance of her 84th
member of the Hamilton High birthday.
A number of friends were
School Faculty,
Mrs. Mildred Jackson, the invited in for the delightful
A & P BOYCOTT ENDS— afternoon speaker, is probably affair and enjoyed delicious
Some 4,000 SCLC-Opera. best known throughout the city ice cream and cake and
Mrs. Bryant many
vocalist'wished
don Breadbasket volunteers as an exceptional
celebrated a victory recent- rather than as a speaker but happy returns.
ly with the singing of a new her talents in public speaking More than 50 children from
the Community Christian Servagreement with the A&P are also infinite.
food chain ending a 14At Friendship, Mrs. Jackson ice Bible Class sang hymns
week boycott of the world's is a Sunday School teacher, and recited poems and Bible
largest food chain. Shown youth advisor, member of the verses for Mrs. Bryant under
signing the agreement are Imperial Choir, Correspondence the supervision of Mrs. LaMarr.
Earl E. Poyner, general Committee, and advisor to the Guests were Mrs. Annie
Wilbourn, Mrs. Zelda Webb,
superintendent of the Chic- Youth Choir.
ago Unit of A&P, and the
She is a graduate of LeMoyne Mrs. Betty Winrow, Mr. and
Rev. Jesse L. Jackson, na- College and has a master's Mrs. T. I. Willard, Rev. and
tional director of SCLC's of Arts degree from Memphis Mrs. T. Todd, Rev. S. A. Owen,
Operation Br e ad basket. State University. Mrs. Jackson William Dale LaMarr and Mrs.
Shown watching the signing is also a teacher at Hamilton Sarah Walker,
from left, are the Rev. High School.
Mrs. Willie Barrow, direcMusic on this occasion will
tor of Operation Bread- be rendered by Friendship's
basket's Women's Division;
the Rev. Henry Hardy,
Breadbasket minister and
pastor of Cosmopolitan ComThe Mt. Gilliam
Baptist '
munity Church; entertainer
Church at 1029 Raymond st..'
Sammy Davis, Jr.; the
The Hyde Park-Hollywood will celebrate Women's Day
Rev. Clay Evans, BreadCivic League will meet on on next Sunday, Oct. 27, at
basket "convenor;" and
Thursday night, Oct. 24, in its 5 p.m. The speaker will be
pastor of Fellowship Bapbuilding on Hunter. Important Mrs. W. M. Fields.
tist Church; William WatMrs. Rosie Tyus is chairbusiness is to be transacted.
son, newly appointed assistant
to
director
of C. B. Myers is president of man, and Mrs. Irene Guinn
personnel for A&P, and the League, Mrs. Lillie Mae co-chairman. M r s . Emma
Rev. Calvin S. Morris, as- Bland secretary, and Mrs. Spencer is publicity chairman.
Rev. E. Bates is pastor of
sociate director of Opera- Lillie Mae Evans publicity
the church.
chairman.
tion Breadbasket.

HOEHN HAS GOT IT!

Tfl IEST PLACES TO GET
MORE CAR FOR YOUR MONEY!

Elderly Woman
Given Surprise
Birthday Party

4

SCLC Ends 14-Week Picketing
Of A&P After Signing A Pact
CHICAGO, — Rev. Jesse L. supervisory positions. All of "A & P will provide -sensiJackson, national director of these jobs represent over $2 tivity
seminars" in cooperaSCLC's Operation Breadbasket,
joined the Breadbasket corn- million in new income for the tion with Operation Breadbasket for all executive and
munity meeting and A & P of-'black community.
ficials to sign the agreement "A particularly creative step management level personnel
ending the Breadbasket econo- being taken by A & P is the designed to combat racial prejmic withdrawal against A & P hiring of a black person at the udice and discrimination in
Rev. Jackson made the executive level who will be the polices and the actions of
following statement at the responsible for d eveloping the company.
agreement sign-in; "After 14 creative programs for market- "A & P will develop aggresweeks of picketing, the long- ing and promoting opportunities sive programs to stimulate,
est ever attempted and sustain- for b1Pck businessmen in A&P. black businesses within the
ed by Operation Breadbasket, In addition he will be responsi- A & P system. This includes
we join with A&P officials to ble for keeping A&P sensitive setting up a Business Advisory
sign a new covenant to affirm to the needs and desires of Service to provide counsel in!
justice in the relationships the black community for its the areas of management,1
between A & P and the black continuing economic develop- distribution, financing, market!
community. That over 5.000 ment, Also, two additional ing, and accounting for black
walking people have freedom black people will be hired at businessmen. New opportunifrom colonial exploitation is professional and managerial ties will be created for products
l
to run the recruiting of black producers, services
more important for our souls levels
and
training
in A & P's pro- from black scavengers, exthan rest for our weary bodies,
janitorial
"We were tired of A & P gram for employment justice terminators, a n d
service companies.
taking profits from us, but for black people.
leaving only few jobs, poor jobs
little business opportunity and
broken agreements for us.
Our walking has shown A&P
that they need us, black consumers, and has brought us
to this table to sign an agreement of mutual respect for mutual interests.
learning in all 50 states, the
"Concretely, this means that The 1968-69 edition of Who's
300 people who were laid-off Who Among Students in Ameri- District of Columbia and sevby A & P will be rehired with- can Universities and Colleges eral foreign nations in North
in the next few weeks. First will carry the names of 10 sen and South America.
fired, these people are the iors and four juniors now en- Seniors selected at LeMoynevictims of an old order that rolled at LeMoyne-Owen Col- Owen are Samuel Bachelor,
Miss Sandra Berry, Charles
must change with this agree- lege.
ment in letter and in spirit." Selection of these students Diggs, Miss Patricia Harda"In addition, 268 new em- was based on their academic way, James Harris, Miss Joployees in 33 different cate- achievement. service to the Ann Johnsqn, Jesse F. Jones,
gories throughout the total, community, leadership in ex- William Meggett, Miss Joy
Chicago A & P operation will ' tracurricular activities and fu- Miller and Eddie Scott.
be hired, trained, and placed in ture potential.
The four juniors are Acia
those many jobs. These jobs They join an elite group of Jackson. Dayton C. Peagues,
include over 20 new persons students selected from more Miss Patricia A. Walton and
In executive, managerial and than 1,000 institutions of high- Miss Joy W. McPherson.

Civic Club Meets
On Thursday Night

367 Unio,,
527-4411

SET
COIN'TO

2969 Sum,
. 323-5594

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
TAILORS
CUSTOM

BHS
INC.

2411 Vance Ave.

Lk 74320

Memphis, Teeeessmi
What Yoe Ask 14. Aid
Mobs
Company
67041A
Orem Whet You Wok
Ameemeamems

or

Mrs. W. M. Fields
To Speak Sunday

DUPLEX
20 WEST NORWOOD 100% GI
"
,with
A very nice i)uilding having5 rooms and bath on one side
throughout
and
a
new
carrier
forced ai
rew wall to wall carpets
Beautifully decorated. The three room and bath apt.
has floor furnace brat and is in fine condition. Priced at
12,500 HURRY. WILLIAM C. WILSON 683 1993

WILSON GALBREATH CO.
2158 UNION AVE

REALTORS 276-4515

'Who's Who To List
14 At LeMoyne-Owen

Look whatPlymouth's
up to now. fit 014
a

a

1969 SPORT FURY...A new car because it new.,not because

1969...

Longer, wider. roomier than ever before.
With a new smooth, rounded look to
win you over in a hurry.

ci
1969 SPORT SATELLITE...The carthat proves you can improve on success...1

Joseph Hanover, member of the
• Boost for Tall Trees Booster
Tall Trees board of directors, gets en thusiastic support from the
boys at the rehablitation home on Getwell.

young at heart. the car that's
after your heart. The one with all
the room and handling too.

For the

4

VOTE FOR....
LAW.. .ORDER... JUSTICE
Lawyer....former State Legislator
....former District Attorney, Shelby County.
The only white man who founght the City Council about the garbage tax.
Current Chm., Tall Trees Juvenile Delinquent
For our children
Rehabilitation Center ... Co-Fonnder and Current Chancellor, Boy's
Town. "An excellent education for every child,' says Joe.

Y

OU CAN VOTE FOR JOE HANOVER

ig

Plymothu

Watch AFL Football on N8C-TV.

CITY AND COUNTY-AT-LARGE
District 10
Vote for JOE HANOVER. .County Court
November 5
,p.

Memphis
John T. Fisher Motor
1923 Union Avenue.

Semmes Plymouth Inc.
3311 Hwy 51 South

Bill Spero Chrysler Plymouth
309 Union Avenue

kilUalgton
Joe PirVette

/1173 Wiry 51

West Memphis
ht.\ sler PI mnuth
North

.1

A Thomas Inc.
1110 N. Missouri

•

.11••

•.•
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.
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Women's Day Services Attract Huge Crowds
Sunday, Oct. 13, was the cli- Roland of Greenwood CME Peoples, First Baptist Church;' United; and Prof. Harry Oster,
max of one of the greatest Church, who told youth and Miss F. Herod and Miss Eddie Lehloyne College.
Women's Day programs in the adults of the power and value
Herod, South Side Church of A capacity audience was prohistory of St. Andrew AME of love and faith in daily lives.
Christ; Mrs. Effie King, Hill sent at 3 p.m. and enjoyed a
Church.
Mrs. Marie Mayes presentChapel Baptist Church; Mrs. "Sacred Song" recital by KIM
T
Orchid Breakfast ed Mrs. Roland a gift on beLucinda Nolan, First Baptist Grace Conley, who was accomattracted more than 150 guests half of graduates of LeMoyne
Church; Mrs. C. A. McClellan, panied by Mrs. Gloria Dick
land orchid shoulder corsages College who are members of Salvation Army; W. B. Purdue, A reception was held in bonwere presented to the first St. Andrew AME Church. Mrs. president,
and Mrs. Shubael or of all of the guest particiwomen who arrived, while pur- Roland was head of the Audio- Beasley, Church Women pants.
ple orchid boutonniers were Visual Delmrtment of LeMoyne
pinned on the first 10 men to until her retirement last
spring.
arrive.
Mrs. Hattie Jackson present- A special feature of the wored corsages to Mrs. Betrice ship service was the singing of,
,Bowens, Mrs. L. A. Gipson, "The Women's Hymn" by a 60I Mrs. Ruth Dave, Mrs. Hattie voice ladies chorus under thel
'Wright, Mrs. B. King, Mrs. An- direction of Mrs. Mertis J.
nie Hammon, Mrs. Augusta Ewell. The hymn was composPlummer, Mrs. L. W. Jackson, ed for Women's Day.
Mrs. Fannie Cole, president Mrs. Ruby Burddette and Miss
CHOIR OFFICIALS — Seen
The morning message was
here during annual Choir
of Choir No. I. Standing, Ruth Ware.
given by Mrs. Jayme Coleman
Day of the Oak Grove Bapfrom left, are Miss Archie
Mrs. Gladys Reed presented of
Nashville. Her subject was
Lizzie
Christian,
M r s.
tist Church are the presithe boutonniers to E. Flowers, "Life's
24IS I. 11A41.114011 AVE. 942.9211
Ups and Downs."
Jones, Mrs. Lucille Perry,
dent of the choir and former
Tommy Todd, Harold Thomas, Mrs.
Gloria Ward presented
Chandler,
Mrs. Blanche
w I nner. Seated
contest
S. W. Wright, H. F. Patton, Mrs. E.
A. Perkins with a toMrs. Ruth Parker, Mrs.
frm left are Miss Delores
Israel Philips, C. J. M a c k, ken
of appreciation from WomVirginia Richardson and
Harrison, 196-7 queen: M.
Tommy Robinson, George Ev- en's Day
ST. CROIX, N.S. (UPI) —,Negro or colored person, nor C. Palmer, president of the
Miss Mamie Williams.
chairman Mrs. Irene
ans, -Dr. E. W. Reed and Rev. Massey
Directors of a cemetery in; any Indian, shall be buried No. 2 and 3 choirs, and
and Mrs. M. Taylor,
E.
K.
Martin.
this tiny Nova Scotia communi- in the St. Croix Cemetery.''
co-chairman, for her untiring
The breakfast speaker was efforts
ty found themselves the tar- The law was passed at the
and loyal support in
Elder Blair T. Hunt, pastor of making
get of criticism from a civil request of founder G. B. DawWomen's Day the sucMississippi Boulevard Chris- cess it
rights leader and a member,son, who died several years
turned out to be.
tian Church.
of parliament Friday because' ago.
Among the guests were HowDudley Martin delivered the ard Atkins,
they refused to bury the body Frank Howard, New DemoMemphis State
State of the Union message in University;
of a Negro baby.
Mrs. Rosetta Johncratic Party member of Parhis role of President at son, Zion
Hill Baptist Church;
Irene Ross, secretary-treas- liament rose in the House of Homecoming Day will be ob- church now living in major,the State Tea.
Mrs. Bessie Guy, New Bethel
demand
fed.
the
Commons
to
urer of the St. Croix Cemeserved at the St. John Baptist cities of the United States are1 There was standing room on- Baptist; Mrs. Dorothy Jones
Birthday Cakes
tery Board, conhrmed Friday eral government overturn the Church Vance Avenue on Sun- invited to attend the opening of ly at the Church School on and
Mrs. Archie Williams,
governasked
the
He
bylaw.
that the cemetery refused to
Party Cookies
Women's Day, Oct. 13, and the Parkway Gardens
day, Nov. 3, and will be the Centennial services.
Presbyteribury the child of a Negrol merit -to take a look at this church's initial program in the
Church:
Giving the message at '11,speaker was Mrs. Charles P. an
Mrs. Virginia
the
light
situation
of
the
in
Pies
family on welfare because of
--- celebration of its 100th birth- a.m. will be the pastor, thel
a local bylaw passed in 1907. bill of rights and in the name day.
Donuts
Rev. A. McEwen Williams.
of equality and humanitarianThe bylaw reads: "Not auyl ism."
Former members of the The guest speaker for theA
Mrs. Pettye 1. him Mgr.lesse Timer, Pres.
program at 3 p.m. will be the!
Rev. W. C. Holmes, pastor of
Beulah Baptist Church.
Rev. Holmes received his
9
bachelor of science degree
1/2 Dozen glazed limits FREE with the
from Rust College and is studypurchase of one dozen donuts at the
ing for the master's degree in
Memphis
at
Theologidivinity
Ten outstanding seniors of are, Doris Herring,
ietel is Memphis h hAemdCani,
Manassas;
regular price.
cal Seminary.
. rushed daily +0 your-6g
the 1968 graduating classes of:Marsha Chandler, Hamilton;
e & *Nett supermarket for
He is moderator of the West Memphis and Shelby County Sharon Pruitt, B. T. WashingBRING THIS AD WITH YOU
.Inturn fteshnett.
Tennessee Baptist Missionaryton; and Kathey Greene, Les- 0.
and Educational Association $1,000 in scholarships awarded ter; Joan Duvall, Father Berand considered a for
annually by Beta Epsilon Ome- trand, ‘ivian Miller, Melrose;
speaker.
Miller, Carver; and
ga, the local graduate chapterSandra
,
hcgue & Knotio.
The public is invited to at- of the Alpha Kappa Alpha So- 1 Charlene Scott, Geeter; Jeral, dine Wiley. Douglass; and Elise
Hambtirger
tend Homecoming Day serv- rority.
'Sanford, Mitchell Road.
ices.
Recipients
and
their
schools'
1
or Hot Dog
Beta Epsilon Omega has carred on an active scholarship
program since 1937 and many
young people who were recipiv.
ents have become well-known
in public life. Among these are
Dr. Josephine Isabel, first Negro woman physician to special
ize in pediatrics in the city of
IMemphis.
Members of the scholarship
'committee which was responsible for the selection of recipients
were:
Mesdames
Hogue & KnottYvonne Acey, Josephine Ben/
2-ti.O. Sandwich Loaf
Big 11
nett, Frances Duvall, Clara
Hobson, Ethel Perkins, liattie
;Smith, Lucy Suttles, Fannie
'Taylor, Gloria Tuggle, Eva
4
'Hogue & Knott
'Walker, and Marie Ward.
12 to Package
Mrs. Fannie Delk is in charge
.of publicity for the sorority.
We Reserve The Right To LimIt Quanto,es

RAY'S
DONUT SHOP

Canadian Town Rejects
Burial Of Negro Child

Now
Under New
Management

St. John's Centennial
Begins Homecoming Day

COME IN AND SEE US TODAY

KA Scholarships
Given 10 Students

are your very best buy in Mem

(assorted)

FREE

FREE

FREE

V,NAVA

BUN

RE-ELECT

601.°•254

EDMUND ORGILL
HeWill Keep Working For
Fairness To All And

274
DREAD
ROWN*'N SERVE 27
OILS
HOGUE & KNOTT
PURE

PORK SAUSAGE
Ls.

L

MISS MUFFETS

SNOW -FRESH

CUT
CORN

BABY
LIMAS
2u oz.

20oz POLY bag

41

29(

DELTA or SOFT TEX

SOFT TEX
WHITE FACIAL TISSUE

TISSUE
ASST. COLORS
4 rolls 29$

400

Economy In Government

POLY bag 294

?'HAGUE &

count 19,:t

KNOTT

PURE PORK

SAUSAGE
ib41(t

WE HONOR GOVERMENT FOOD STAMPS....
SHOWBOAT

FREEZER QUEEN

&
BEANS

"BOIL IN THE BAG"

[

PORK

.

31

Council Thirft Shop
2268 Park Avenue
9:30 A.M. 5:30 P.M.
TUESDAY thru Saturday

5 OZ.SERVIN3

25

xis< Mak 41041106/01/8111111110,410/40160610.441/X ARORM11160,10,1111116VIPOIIIIK

ORDER BY MAIL OR DIAL 525-8681

4111Y VOX )41C.,

HOGUE & KNOTT
.:4OLDEN RIPE

ANNOUNCING THE GRAND OPENING
Of
ACE INSURANCE AGENCY

lb 10d

•.-1

FIRM GREEN HEAD
lb

1

$25
Couhle-breasted Coat with pile !klieg, loess button
accents. In chocolate or oyster, elites se 16.
SIMILAR STYLE in 14 length ear sees; shemelete er
oyster, 11 to 16, 20.00

BLEACH
.
BANANA
S
FRYERS]
1GAL. 394
CUT-Up TRAY PACKS

Deep Country Coat Of
100% Cotton Corduroy

SLICED BEEF, CHICKEN , TURKEY
SALISBURY STEAK, CHACKEN A—LA—KING

oz.19ct

LARGE MEATY

XIIIK;OW AsIttnISK\ AserexsawasumewasampaeatemospoestoinkMaglea041,0116c441K

27tt 'CABBAGE
lb 7d
OMEGA

•

FLOUR

CH ICASAW
SMOKED

plain

BACON
49

selfrising
5 lb. bag 594:

'1 have served you in the State
•
Senate for" the past two years
and would like to serve you
in all your insurance needs.

Of

APPLES
"
49

HOGUE & KNOTT
1378 HOLLYWOOD
3511 PARK
1578 LAMAR

4321 SUMMER
3384 N THOMAS 973 SO THIRD
3362 SUMMER

Auto

Home

Business

CANCELLED RISKS

SR22

LNDp1 21

ALL TYPES:

Senator Clayton Elam

Clayton Elam & Associates

Monthly Terms
274-4418

2033 Madison Ave
.1•111•.•11.

10-a

•

912-2080

Plenty Of Free Parking "

1789 S. Third

VISIT OUR MODERN WINE CELLAR

.BUY A MIXED CASE.
LADIES WELCOME

SAVE!

GIANT FOOD STORE

"Meow It And Yee Won't Owe It"

Radio 1010
Studying Helps You "Get To It"
...Faster!
WDIA Soul Power
Sul Power

Next To

Back. To School

In Southgathgate Shopping Center

NOW OPEN
R&L
LIQUOR STORE

—SAY'S—

NIGHTand DAY

1340

010

HIPPIE BEARDS AID FILM of Hollywood pictures. He turnECONOMY
ed to direction a few years
ago, but has been lured back
HOLLYWOOD — Director to the camera to play the GenBud Yorkin has been employ- eral in "The Madwoman of
ing hundreds of Path hippies Chailott" for Warner Bros-SevJIM ftRoWN
A IMAM brash and other shaggy and bearded
en Arts.
ATLANTA.
GEORGIA. session was beld at Mr Charles enough to hold up the L.A. Col- youths from the Latin Quarter
His former roles took advan0c-roast
190 — Two of private recording studios ad
to play French citizenry of tage of his European manners,
iid
with
hi,
entertainment
gang in ake the Marie Antoinette era in sophistication and talent as he
the
world's top jacent tai hiss home in Hull%
Rhythms and Blues ••ssitti'' wood, I Allf Or 111 a R.Ay Charles
Warner Bros.-Seven Arts' "Two
the
with
pro-ball
football Times Two," being filmed in made gripping love to such
voeallsts combined their talents and Aretha Franklin recorded
ladies as Bette Davis, Ingrid
for the fhrst time recently when two commercial.s AS A duet and receipts of half a million dol- Paris. Yorkin figures that Bergman, Joan Fontaine and
tithe "Queen to Soul," Aretha two singles each during the
with his young actors' natural Eleanor Parker.
Franklin and the "Genius" two-day se ssion_
• • •
com piete lars! All part of the excitement foliage, be's saving thousands
Ray Charles recorded radio orchestral
of dollars that he would have EDITS 'RAIN PEOPLE'
scoring
arranged and
adios in MGM's fast-pac- to spend for wigs and for
commercials for a leading soft las Sid t eller and Rene Hall
HOLLYWOOD
—
Francis
glue-on beards.
drink company. The recording
ed thriller,. "The Split."
Ford
Coppolla, Hollywood's
OS*
young "new wave" director of
TIM SERGEANT' TO WORLD "Finian's Rainb ow" and
PREMIERE AT SAN FRAN- "You're a Big Boy. Now," is
CISCO!SW
editing the thousands of feet
HOLLYWOOD — "The Ser- of film be shot on more than
geant," starring Academy win- 100 locations in the United
ner Rod Steiger, will have its States for "The Rain People"
world premiere showing at the Warner Bros-Seven Arts picSan
Francisco International ture starring Shirley Knight
Film Festival Oct. 24. The War- and James Caen.
• • •
ner Bros.-Seven Arts picture
will open the annual event NUDITY PART OF GAME
for its 12th year.
HOLLYWOOD — Leigh TayPhotographed e n tirely in lor-Young, who has the figure
France, the story deals with for it, has played nude scenes
the psychological breakdown in the two pictures she has
of a tough Army sergeant at a made so far — "I Love You,
peacetime U.S. base. John Alice Toklas!" and "The Big
Phillip Law and young French Bounce," both made by Waractress Ludmila Mikael also ner Bros.-Seven Arts. "I don't
play in the Robert Wise Pro- particularly care to do nude
duction.
scenes," the actress com• • •
mented, "but that's the way
ARMY BASE CAPER
uirsiusaeLuusic •
the game is played these days."
• • *
HOLLYWOOD — "The LeIVO WIPES
monade Squad," comedy about SHOW 'OTHELLO' AGAIN
an Army robbery, will be made
HOLLYWOOD — Laurence
WEI SIM'WS"
by Henry Saperstein Produc- Oliver's "Othello," released in
Ws KM
tions for Warner Bros.-Seven 1966 on a limited performance
Cot Chmidie
UM
1240 A .
Arts. The story is by George basis, will be presented again
12:A•M•to
Clayton Johnson, author of in twin engagements Oct. 23
"Ocean's 11," about a Las and 24, 30 and 31, and Nov. 6
Vegas heist.
and 7 in the United States and
• • *
Canada. Warner Bros.-Seven
PAUL IIENRIED BACK ON Arts is the distributor.
•
LENS SIDE OF FILM CAMERA
COURTROOM
PRODUCE
HOLLYWOOD — It is hard to DRAMA
conceive that a son born to
HOLLYWOOD
—
Edward
Carl Alphons von Henried Rit- Dmytryk will produce and
ter
von
W essel-Waldingau direct "Act of Anger," courtAt P•rIcins
Avery,. Davi*
would ever become a romantic room murder drama, for War300 P.M. re 700 P.M.
940 A.M. is 1:00 P.M.
American screen star.
ner Bros.-Seven Arts. Peter
But it happened to Paul Han- Fields, author of many of the
reid, the Austrian-born son "Man From
U.N.C.L.E."
who for more than 25 years scripts, will write the screenwas a gallant, accented hero play.

MOVIE STAR
TIME
SET

0% N2

loq C2

Hoctwaves Do Their Thing

Inside

Florence Ballard (Mrs. Thomas Chapman), popular recording artist and former member of the Supremo IPOral group, is part of a
trio again. The 25-year-old singer gave birth to twin daughters at Henry Ford Hospital, Detroit, Sunday, October 13.
The babies were born two months prematurely. Michele Denise,- born first at 936 A.M. (KDST) weighted 4 pounds, 5 ounces.
Nicole Rene, who followed five minutes later, weighted in at
pounds, 7 ounces.
Miss Ballard's second recording for the ABC Records label, "Love Ain't Love," was released last week. She expeetA to resume
her personal appearance schedule before the end of the year.
Thomas Chapman, formerly a member'of Motown Record (
poration President Berry Gordy Jr.,' staff, now advises Florence in a management capacity.

Its Twins For Florence Ballard

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 26

SOUL
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Farr On JFK
To Be Shown
The Inspirational film of John
F. Kennedy's administration.
1,000 Days" will be shown at
the Greater Hyde Park Baptist
Church located at Alston and
Mississippi blvd , Friday Oct.
25, at 8 p.m.
The showing will be sponsor
ed by the Kennedy Democratic
Organization. The general public is invited to visit the candidate and to see the film at no
cost.
John W. Beck is chairman.

GINGER ADDS SPICE: Exotic
Arlene Martel stars as Ginger,
sexy and independent owner of
a Go-Go girl restaurant in "Angels From Hell," outlaw motorcycle gang thriller released
by American International

Trinity CME Will
Observe Annual
Women's Day
Trinity CME Church at 650
Wells ave., will observe its annual Women's Day on Sunday,
October 27.
The tl eme for the occasion
will be "WOMEN'S RESPONSIBILITY MOVING FORWARD
WITH OUR YOUTH."
The guest speaker for the
morning hour (11:00 a.m.) will
be Mrs. Georgia V. Harvey,
counselor at Manassas High
admit
That afternoon guest speaker
at 3:30 pm., will be Mrs.
Matti. Crossley, secondary
supervisor, Memphis Public

THE DRAGONS OF LANK
— Members of the Lane
College
Dragon • football
team for this season posed
recently for Mark Stanshairy. On front row, from
are Ernest Boswell,
Harris, Raymond
Weddle, Curtis Wiggins,
Wallace Mobley, Percival
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son, Samuel Brookins, Bar
ry Leemore, Gordon Flow
era, LeRoy Bryant, Lesil
Mims, Jerry Wheeler lied
Assistant Coach Lorenzo
Smith. Standing, same order, are Assistant Coach
Willie Shaw, Trainer Jeme
Nelson, Joe Bowdery, Alvin
Clay, Kenneth Campbell,

MCHELLE NICHOLAS

Smit h, Charles Jones,
George L. Brown, Wellington Jenkin s, Raymond
Hatcher, Nathaniel Harris
and Alton Burton. Kneeling,
from left, are Coach Leon
Stokes, Everett Jefferson,
Gregory Guest, Roy Garrett, Matthew Sharp, George H. Brown, Willie Samp-
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HOLLYWOOD — Nichelle Nicholas has heard at
least two deafening silences in her life.
"When I was nine years old I was asked to sing
at a family reunion," she said. "I had been singing
quite innocent ditties till then. Mother and father had
no idea that I'd pick a torch song, 'When They Ask
About You.' I had a deep, deep voice and I sang it
with all the gestures. My relatives were absolutely
shocked. I expected resounding applause. Instead, I
was greeted with deafening silence."

set—fail

from left, are James Hosey,
Jimmy
Bethea,
Eric
George, Felix Walton, Curtis Broome, Harold Gray,
Jackson Logan, Douglas
Spencer and Ronald Thompson. Not on photograph are
Judson Pickard and Godfrey Jones.

Nichelle reacted characteris- separate entities," she said.
tically.
"They are both me."
"I sensed that I hadn't
There are two "Star Trek"
pleased," she said. "My im- episodes coming up that will
mediate reaction then is to show her in a particularly inwithdraw. Dad, who was sensi- teresting light, "The Tholjan
tive to me, did a wise thing. Webb," Nov. 15, and "Plato's
He saw my bewilderment. In- Stepchildren," Nov. 22.
stead of applauding, he came
"Tut," says Nichelle, "I can't
over and said, 'You had a live without music."
surprise for your Da dd y!
Nichelle, who has a voice
Where did you learn that torch range of three octaves, will
song? You are like Helen Mor- start singing again, without forgan and Gertrude Lawrence. saking acting. Recently she was
No, you're my little Ethel Wa- married to Duke Norris Mondy,
ters!'"
a writer and lyricist, who also
The incident helped inspire serves as her coach and musiNichelle to become a singer- cal arranger, together with aractress, featured currently as ranger Peter Meyers.
As a result, Nichelle will
Uhura, the communications officer, on "Star Trek" over the emerge soon with off-beat verNBC Television Network Fri- sions of 'Homelovin' Man,"
days.
"Guess Who I Saw," "Ode to
"My father also told me that Billy Joe." "Gentle On My
it's not necessary for everyone Mind," "When I Get Back to
to fall in love with you and Phoenix," some songs specially
approve of what you're doing," written for her, and "a sursaid Nichelle. "You can still prise rendition o‘`Jeepers
go ahead and do what you Creepers,", among others.
Her outlook colors her choice
have in mind."
and style.
Years later, as a professional
"All my favorite love songs
singer, Nichelle was booked into the Blue Angel in New York. are sad, but they have a kind
of recovery," said Nichelle.
History repeated itself, with a
"You never down in them. I
twist.
find a necessity to rise above
"I knew there'd be many sadness. That's the way life
notables in the audience," she is. Things happen, we must resaid. "I wanted a song that treat a couple of rungs and
would say what's inside me. then climb again. I'm a surviI combined 'Hello, Young valist."
Lovers' with 'On the Street
"She explained: "I'm not an
Where You Live.' I swung it. optimist, but I'm an idealist
It was sacrilegious to New terribly tempered with realism.
Yorkers. I didn't know that. There's so much more I have
Afterwards, there was another to do than I have done. There
deafening silence. Knowing that are only three things that matI didn't have to please every- ter: knowing who you are,
body, I just stood and smiled where you came from, and
and, suddenly, there was thunIt doesn't matter if you get
derous applause. Even the cri- there — as long as you know
tics
praised
it
as
'an
audacious
where
you're going."
rendition.'"
Acting or singing, Nichelle
Nichelle finds singing and act- Nichols seems to keep hearing
ing compatible.
the music of the spheres as
"I never thought of them as she shoots for the stars.

James Wolfe, Artis Grigsby,
Donald Dickey, Charles E.
Jones, Eddie Miller, Melvin
Vaught, Jesse Cody, Joe
Jones, Gary James, Lousell McKiver, Herman
Hawkins, Trainer Preston
Worthy and Head Coach
Gerald T. Walker. On top
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Soulful Scrappers

HAMILTON

Wildcats Sock Soul

-

Cobbins Heads
LeMoyne-Owen
Student Body
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Heatwaves Do Their Thing

Congregational
Youth Officers
Are Elected
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Deltas Will Sponsor
A Night At Theatre

By BETTY CONRAD
ed pockets and matching knit.
By ROSE HUNT
Hi to all you Soulful South Dave Cooper has been seen
really going to be swinging.
styling in his green and red
The Hamilton Wildcats broke
Side Scrappers. The time has Plaid bell-bottoms.
Hil This is Rose Hunt spreading all the soul news over the from the 6-6 halftime tie to
come to hear from you Soul This week my gossip section
nation from the Cougar's Den. beat the Northside Cougars
Reporter, Betty Conard, bring- is somewhat small due to the
This week our orange and 20-12 at the Fairgrounds last
ing you the latest happenings
everybody is "up
that
fact
white light shines on some of week. The fast halfback, Philaround the Scrappers Dog tight' and happy with someour well-known organizations. lip Jett got the Wildcats on
House. This week I will present one. But wait! I don't think
the scoreboard with a 56 yard
Some of these
clubs
are
the
to you some of the most out- that T. P. is happy about leavretaliated
Northside
Les Dames Charrnante, the sprint.
standing students from The ing this year. He won't have
when quarterback Rosco BrasSouth Side High School. They a chance to play the girls SUSAN STRASBER(i, portrays National Honor Society, and well hit James Hayes with a
are none other than Karen next year. K. L. is having a the role of a lonely daughter the International Club
45 yard toudchdown pass.
The officers of the Les Dames
Lewis Bobby W. Brown, Vickie little boy trouble. Right K. L.? in the motion picture, "T h e
Richmond's pass to Tate and
Briggs, Linda Jackson, Charles S. T. is down in the dumps Name Of the Game Is Kill," Charmante are: Beverly a two yard scamper captured
Livingston, and Beverly (Tina) about M. L. discovering B. C. latest fanfare film release Towns. president:Valerie Hen- the other two touchdown runs.
.• derson, vice-president; Doris
Jones.
all over again. (And I don't
Northside scored with 15 secAtwood, secretary: and Mary onds left when end Leon ConThe entire student body of mean headache powder).
Green, parliamentarian.
News is getting around that
South Side High would like to
ner picked up a Richmond
This club consist of a group fumble and raced 40 yards.
give a 21 gun salute to the A. P. and C. T. are having
of refined young ladies under TOP COUPLES and RECORDS
teacher of the week. Congratu- great times after football
the excellent leadership of 5. "Love Child- • Phyllis
lations to Mrs. Charlott B. games. L. M. is trying to break
Miss Martha Watkins.
Track
record, (by
Polk, a lady of great standing Side's
Christain and James Bowie
The officers of the John B. 4. "If I Didn't Love You" at our school. Not only is she running after C. B.).
Michael Chapter of the Ra- Sandra Watson and Ray Brady
around
the
Top
couples
musically talented, but she
tional Honor Society are:Wil- 3. "Love Is Gonna Rain On
possesses the grace and poise triple S:
Donnell R. Cobbins, a senior liam Phillips, president; Mary You" - Vicki Edwards a n d
1. Donnie Mayfield & Barbara
of an ideal teacher.
economics major at Lehloyne- Green, treasurer and Josephine .Tesse Pipes
Now let's cruise through the McKinney
. •
2. "Break Your Promise" 2. B. W. Brown di Karen Owen, has been elected presi- Johnson, chaplain.
corridors of our dog house.
dent of the college's student
The Honor Society and 'Tri Deborah Cody and Larry Tay'
Have you heard the news that Lewis
3. Theodore Logan & Brenda council. He resides at 981 M of Northside will proudly IQr
Barney Holmes and Beverly
Leath and works nights at Sears present a City Wide Talent 1. "Who's Making Love To
Jones are heading for the title Crenshaw
training Show, November 15, 1968 at Your Old
Lady" -Deborah
o f Best Dressed Senior s? 4. Howard Bearden & Sharon in the college student
program.
7.p.m. The tickets are $1.00 Per Lanios and Curtis Temes.
Stanley Jackson and Billie Cowan
This is your soul reporter
Elected first vice president person. The members of the
Powell are working for the 5. Charles Livingston dr Linda
was Eugene S. Johnson, also program committee are_ Ben- signing out with these few
Jackson
Junior's goal.
Boss Sound around South a senior, of IMO Michigan. nie Smith, Linda Campbell, words of wisdom, "Money can't
Some of the Mod Squad seen
wearing the Mod-Fashions are: Side : "I Heard It Through Minnetta Harris, a junior, of Evelyn Poe and Rose Hunt. buy love, health, happiness, or
Jackie McKinney, who goes all The Grapevine" by Smokey 1145 Coker, was voted second Hope you can be there. It is what it did last year." BYE!!!
vice president.
the way for the London Mini- Robinson & The Miracle's.
Pod look. Barney Holmes is SPORTS:
Officers were selected for
decked out in his cream colorLast Thursday October 17, 1968-69 in a campus-wide election Oct. 18, and included: Sandra McNeal, secretary; Audrey
secretary;
Hayes, assistant
Freda
G r e ene, treasurer;
James Watkins, business manager; Alma Williams, parliaThe Memphis Alumnae ChapIn the past, the sorority has
mentarian, and Latham Holter
of
Delta
Sigma
Theta
Sororbeen able to aid many deservBy LINDA SIMPSON
four, six and eight button dou- lowell, chaplain.
ity and their friends will enjoy
ing students in their pursuit
ble-breasted suits; with the
a night of fun-raising when the
"Happenings Around the Wildhigh boy-collar shirts; Stetson
chapter sponsors the Holiday of a higher education and simcats Den"
and "gators" with the stack
ilar plans are being made by
Inn
Dinner
Theaters'
producGr-r-r-r this is your reporter, heels. Guys making the clean
tion of "Gypsy."
the sorority for this year.
Linda Simpson, bringing you scene are: Elmer Shelton, ShepThe evenings' entertainment
Members of the planning
the latest happenings around pardson Wilburn, Ronald Wren,
will
include
dinner,
the New committee are Chairman Mrs.
the Hamilton "Wildcat" den. James Little, Homer Garret,
York
casts'
production
of Dorothy
Evans
and
Mrs.
This week our shining blue Odell McNeal, Raymond Mc"Gypsy", starring Denise Lee Leda
Gilliam, Mrs
Pearl
Henderson,
and white spotlight falls on our Farland, Jethro
formerly
of
the
Gary
Moore Spann, Mrs. Margaret Wilvery charming and outstanding Arthur Jordon, Ronald Hill,
show, and dancing after the burn, Mrs.
Mose
Yvonne
R.O.T.C. Queen. She resides Billy Jenkins, Jerry Green,
show.
All
proceeds
from
this Hooks, Mrs. Bernice Abrons,
with her mother, Mrs. W. B. David West, William McChristSecond Congregational night of entertainment will go Mrs. Josephine
Bridges and
Caldwell, at 1176 E. McLemore.
James
Johnson.
on
and
offielected
recently
Church
into
the
scholarship
fund
of the president Mrs. Manic, CrosShe is a member of the ProMany of the girls are wear- cers for the Youth Fellowship the sorority.
sley.
Baptist ing the Bonnie and Clyde dress- for 1968-69.
gressive
Missionary
Church, where she is a Sunday es with the popular "brogues."
They are Gregory Mickle,
School Teacher, Secretary of Girls seen wearing these are: president; Michael Mitchum,
the Sunday School and is af- Rayetta Long, Wilma Foster. vice president; Adrieene Smith
filiated with the Youth Crusad- Stella Tharp, Belinda Plunkett, secretary; and Frank Briscoe,
ers.
Mitty Adams, Linda Kneeland treasurer.
Elected for committee chairOn campus, she is a member .and Judy Tillman.
men are Alfonso Saville, III.
of 12-03 homeroom, under the Top Tunes and Couples
supervision of Mrs. Martha (I) Melvin Derben & Lavonzell Christian Faith; Blanche MicShowboat docked at Front Koos-Ken Parnell -Linda Lamb
kle, Christian Social Action;
Flowers, where she holds the Atkins — Always Together
office of secretary. She is af- (2) Larry Jackson & Onita Carlotta Larry, Christian Out- Street Theater's new Location Anne Bogle — Nancy Walker —
McWilliams, on the Memphis State Univer- Laurie Cook Janis Jones Dom
M i ndy
filiated with such organizations Parker — Little Green Apples reach;
McNatt Anita Marberry and
as: 1st Vice Pres. of the Harry (3) Flenoid Toliver & Roberta Christian C i tizenship;Andrew sity Campus.
Metrdpolitan 0 p e ra star Wallace Munro.
Davis, Christian
Fellowship
T. Cash Chapter of the Nation- Woods — Court of Love
The entire ., production is
al Honor Society, Vice Pres. of (4) Dudley McCraken & Zelma and Kendall Robinson, Chris- Patricia Welting and Memphis'
Harvey Dice is staring as the 'under -the direction of Remedy
tian Witness.
the Junior Sophisticates, Bus. Harvey — So Nice
The Rev. John Charles Mic- gallant Magnolia and dashing and musical direction is by
Manager of the Les Jeune (5) Fredrick Williams & Millie
gambler Gaylord _Revenal..
kle is pastor of the church.
Beverly Kennedy-Setting deDames, Bus. Manager of the Gavin — Private Number
Other leading players in this signed by Henry SwansonClub Distinction, Kings and
renowned musical comedy, with choreography is by Ray EdelQueens and the Senator Howard
its score by Jerome Kern, book stein-lighting by Rom Jerk and
Baker Jr.'s, Youth in Governand lyrics by Oscar Hammer- costumes by Everlyn Norton
ment Program. As an R.O.T.0
stelae 2nd, based on Edna Anderson.
Sponsor, she holds the rank of
The Heatwave is a relatively 17, junior at Washington High: Ferber's novel, will be Kenneth
Tickets for all performances
Major and is commander of
young band that has gained a Earl Purdy, 18, tenor sax, Zimmerman as the genial thru November 10th are now
the girls' R.O.T.C. Drill Team.
large following in the Memphis
proporietor of the showboat, on sale at the FST Box Office,
freshman
at
Memphis
State
She is none other than Miss
and Mid-South area. The group
Cap'n Andy. Emilie Carlton as located in the Speech and
Sharmeen Caldwell. So to you,
has played TV shows such as and Anthony Royal, 18, senior his puritanical wife, Parthy Drama Department of Memwe give a 21 gun salute.
Showboat and Talent Party. at Washington on trumpet.
Ann Hawks Linda Childress phis State University. teleSports!
There are also two singers, as the hapless Julie to sing phone 321-1566 or 321-1059
They have played for many
On Thursday, October 10, the
Jenne
Eddings
graduate
of
colleges
such
Universities
and
the
unforgettable "Bill"and Ticket prices are Friday and
"Mighty Wildcats" proved to- as University of Arkansas and Washington High and George
"Can't Help Loving' Dat Man" Saturday nights, g5.00 Tuesthe Spartans, that the "claws"
and
Tennessee
University
of
Edwards a graduate of Doug- Stephanie Smithey and Ray day thru Sunday nights. $4.75
are quicker than the "spears"; Memphis State.
las. This band has a very fine Edelstein as the loyal show- Saturday and Sunday Matinees,
by defeating them 14-7. TouchThe Ileatwave is a dance sound and observers say they boat cake-walk dancers. Ellie $4.00
downs were made by Sophoand Frank...Mertis Ewell as
band along with being a very will go a long way.
Season membership for all
more Donald Alexander and
The
singer
good rhythm and blues band.
for the Heatwaves the lovable Queenie-and Jamet_ 7 plays are still available,
Junior Tony Tate. Extra points
The group has six pieces or- Jerome Edding is the star Hyter as the workridden Negro offering
choice
seats, and
were made by Billy Richmond.
drums, guitar, saxo- vocalist for the group. Mr. to sing what is possibly the box office hours are Monday
So, "Hats Off" to our fine gan, bass,
The
memtrumpet.
phone
and
Eddings
informed
Tri-State greatest show song, "01 Man titre Saturday. 9 A. U. to 5 p.m.
football team and
fabulous
bers of the group are, Jeff Defender Soul reporters that River.'
. Season tickets
are:
Fri.
coaches.
May, 17, on organ he attends he is a former student of
Other important cast mem- and Sat. $21.00 Tuesday thru
Fashions
wondlawn High; Rick Carnes, Owen College And ts no*: fur- bers are Jerry Hardin..Ken Sunday. $19.50 and Saturday
Many of the guys are wear- 18, on bass, freshman at Mem- thering his education at Mem• Love...hfri in Pelmet. tim Matinees, $16.50. Mail orders
the neite-i.,
nhi•-• Ctnfn • lki.;y3 1-1•,n+or
tshic Crafro
Mayers Dew
Hollidav-Ronnie are accepted.
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WASHINGTON — The Brothers here have taken
on new life since HHH has been drawing more and
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bigger crowds on the campaign trail. Many are saying, hopefully, that they feel that Dick Nixon has
peaked and Humphrey will steadily clumb from here
on in. They point to Hubert's latest ploy — to provide
the time for a three-way debate, as a "master stroke."
They feel that this technique will certainly "smoke
out" the GOP candidate and serve, perhaps, to turn
the tide. An air of faint optimism is sweeping the
whole federal establishment which normally sees the
administrations come and go without losing its cool.
While the Democrats have been crying poor all over
the lot, insiders report that Hubert's television special

National Advertising Representatives
AMALGAMATED PUBLISHERS, INC.
310 Madison Avenue, New York 17,
N.Y.
Serving 1,000,000 Negroes in the Tri-State Area

Hospital Employees Dese rve Justice
The time- has come for a comprehensive study of the hospital situation,
many people are confused as to the reasons for this dispute. The daily news
media would have us think the hospital
strike will effect the health of Memphians for a decade to come, and that there
will be a server shortage of internes,
residents and nurses and that the whole
image of Memphis will be seriously
damaged. The hospital strike will effect
the city in this way and the cause will
be as is has always been Memphis City
Government.
One point should be made very
lear. The strike is not the cause of
hese things. The purpose of the walk-

t

out by employees is the result of a longstanding series of problems that have
afflicted the City of Memphis Hospitals,
problems that have gone unresolved for
so long that some drastic action became
essential, thus a walk out, in the name of
justice.
If the problems are of the maganitude that the city would have people
think, the Mayor and the City Council
should have taken steps to solve them
long ago.
It is up to the city government to
give the hospital employees and all city
employees the justice and respect they
deserve,

on Vietnam brought in considerable cash. ... Dennis
Askey, who had been on the Humphrey team, has rejoined USIA Just as Leonard Marks the director is on
his way out. At present no one knows who will head.:
this Agency which Carl Rowan adminstered under.
LBJ. The President is not expected to name a successor.

A Point Of View
NAT D. WILLIAMS

New Test

CHIT CHAT: The black staff members for the Republican National Committee are unhappy. They are
being by-passed by the hierarchy and the thrust seems
to be to win without the Brother. Nixon, however, is
reportedly unhappy that he is not making any inroads:
.
with black people around the country. He feels that
if he wins without this important minority he will be
presiding over a divided country. This further disturbs
him since the polls show that the GOP strength is-..
purely at the national level and Democrats could sweep__
an edge in both Houses. Look for Nixon forces to
utilize Ed Brooke and others of color to try and bridge:
this gap .. . Although Gov. Rockfeller and Sen. Javits.-

community. . . although many
,of them are unemployed. They
INVADERS
don't feel ashamed that they
are putting on a strong "united" front, as symbols of
. . . RIGHT OR WRONG? are in many instainces dropharmony, there is still division among the GOP. Every- There is a group of young outs from school. They know'
black youths in Memphis who!that the word should be changi where, the liberals are reluctant partners in this year's
are identified by the name of,ed to "forced-outs". . . by povcampaign . . . Look for a gathering in Washington of
the Invaders. They rank local-1 erty, community neglect, missome political bigwigs before the campaign closes.
understanding,
and
cirgeneral
ly with the Rangers of ChicaMIAMI BEACH — A practical
These will be from both parties and its nurrose is the Black Panthers on the cumstances.
test tor routine diagnosis of
Not since 1860 has there been an home and abroad induced by misunder- go,
West Coast and other report- It seems timely here to point
to "get an understanding."
- a
blood
racial
disorder found prin.
eleciion so meaningful to the American standing and miscalculations; of
edly militant Negro youth out that the boys or young l
ci,paliy
in
Negroes
—
sickle
men, identified as "Invaders" hemoglobin
TICKER TAPS JOTTINGS: If Nixon wins, hell
people, the black electorate in particular, strife and international turmoil — there groups over the nation.
— was presented
The Invaders have given a are being apparently persecutHumphrey
than
qualified
Presidential
better
have
one
four years of discontent as the countryside disno
November
is
coming
here at the joint annual meetas the
"new look" to the racial scene ed in Memphis. The press and
ing
of
of
creed
American
the
American
covers
vitality
Society
the
to
give
that the Presidency can't do a thing about
to
issue
flaming
the
was
Slavery
election.
in Memphis. They have caused the police are presenting them
of Clinical Pathologists and the
democracy
student
faith
in
inspire
riots, crime in the streets, violence, and VietNegro
play,
business
professionto
and
in
fair
a
bad
as
light.
The argument
which divided the nation then, just
College of American Patholoal
people
second
to
take
look
a
here
is
that
this
is
a
mistake.
masses
nam.
black
This
the
to
hope
fact is bothering policy makers around
bring
t freedom through civil rights is dividing and to
at the shape of things. They True, some of the alleged gists in October. It will be made
Dick
as
poverty
he
anguish,
barrels along keeping aloof from the
with
suffering
Arn,erica today into opposing societies. who are
have evoked the active interest Invaders may be gui lty of available to physicians early
in
1969.
issues
...
If
Wallace should win, pack your bags
of the white establishment. more or less minor violations
Democrats and Republicans may and insecurity.
,
And
they
have
aroused
of
the
the
law.
inBut
a
larger
If
truth
Humphrey
scientific
described
exhibit
wins, he could emerge as a latent strong
A
He will devise fresh approaches to
speak a common ideological language but
terest of the Police Depart- is the fact that they represent the new five-minute test as
man
in
the
whole
context of this town and country.
the race problem and economic circum- the simmering national issues of the day. ment in their leaders.
something very fundamental in equally accurate, but much fastHHH would have the advantage of continuing and
stances have created sharply contrast- The American people cannot afford to The time seems ripe for the the Negro's quest for manhood er and simpler than such ex. . particularly the and full citizenship st a tu s. isting diagnostic methods as
building on a solid domestic policy and the Vietnam
ing approaches to the preferred way of deny Vice President Humphrey the op- community.
black segment of it. . . to take They are asking for something hemoglobin electrophoresis.
question
would normally draw to a close ... The head
'life. A growing chasm yawns between portunity to translate his commitments a close, good look at the In- that all black men want. They
reasons,
these
it
may
For
of
the
National Medical Association is just that mad
those who believe in social justice and into deeds and provide a new structure vaders. At first sight folk will are asking for equality. . . for prove vital to routine examiabout
the
Resolution passed by the American College
fair
see
treatment.
young
black
usualmen.
.
.
.
.
for
respect
admassive
demands
a
that
society
a
full citizenship for the American black for
nation of the three million
ly between 16 and 25 years of . . . for protection. . . for acof Surgeons. James M. Whittico. a Fellow in the i.merihospitals
to
admitted
Negroes
man and those who would restrict his justment.
age. They will be wearing the ceptance'.
i can College of Surgeons, has issued a strong
statement
The problems the American people currently popular turtle-neck- From this point of view that each year, as well as of patients
status to that of a second class citizen
often
diseases
from
suffering
condeming
the
statement
which
ed
sweaters
of
varied
hues.
clouds
the
surour
whole
doesn't seem to be such a bad
with none of the constitutional preroga- face are deeply entwined with
They'll possibly have chain- or wrong set of desires. May- indistinguishable from ailments
issue of heart and long transplants to secrecy.
Whitcaused by sickle hemoglobin
vival as a democracy. Mr. Humphrey has like tikis around their necks.,
tives so basic to his well-being.
be some of the Invaders may
tico. who greeted LBJ as he went into office, is
proresident Johnson has done more to the qualities of mind and heart to enable They'll be sporting the Afro'be classified as hoodlums. But (Hb S.).
viding a no-nonsense president and on the
hair do, and they'll be ready;name any level of society in "A New Diagnostic Test For
ball. His
adletnce the cause of freedom, to grant him to answer the challenges of our time to
statnment was moved on the wire services almost insdiscuss the race problem at; which there are not hoodlums. Hemoglobin S" was presented
the-black man his fundamental rights, to in an unequivocal way.
the drop of a hat. Most of them And that goes for some of the by L. W. Diggs, M.D., GoodIDLE JOTTINGS: Since Eddie Williams has
We MUST elect him if the momen- are high school or colleg e,first white families of Mem- man Professor of Medicine at
open new avenues of economic and polileft
Tennessee College of Medicine;
drop-outs.
And
all
of
them
are
State,
under
phis.
their is really no one left to guard against civil
made
strides
great
the
of
tum
tica1. opportunities than all of his preready with "protests" about But generally the Invaders, Julian B. Schorr, M.D., Assorights abuses in that huge complex. Eddie. who went
dectess
- ors since Lincoln freed the slaves. Johnson is not to be halted. Humphrey the current condition and situa- represent a segment of black ciate Clinical Professor of Pathto Chicago, had done a commendable job
justiee
social
Einstein
Albert
ology
College
at
conception
of
tion of the black American. youth that needs expression.
Mr.-Johnson. however, has decided not has the right
against
William
Medicine;'
Q.
of
Ascari,
It
might
great odds ... On the campaign trail is Frank Reeves
be
noted
that
memconsciousness
They
need to be heard. They
to seek a second term — a distressing and the law. He has deep
bers of the Invaders are seri- need respect from the older 4 •D •• Director of Diagnostic
the early pro for JFK. Frank is coming down
the home
decision, to say the least. The only one of his identity with those who wish to ous about what they are advo- black community and from the Clinical Research, and Alice
stretch for Humphrey and making hay .
. What
qualified by experience, prior commit- make America a free and united nation. cating. They are willing to re- white community. They need Reiss, Ph. D.. both of Ortho
ever happened to Dick Gregory's
late with the sanitation work- room and space in which to Research Foundation, Raritan,
inescapable
an
has
America
Black
unfinishcampaign
the
pursue
for the
ments and deeds, to
ers. . the hospital strikers. . . cry loud. . . and in which their N.J.
presidency? Dick started out like a house
Humphrey.
if
for
vote
Administraobligation
to
Johnson
afire,_
ed business of the
with all black groups dissatis- cry can be heard.
Recipient of the Society's
but hasn't been heard from on his
subject lately
tion is Vice President Hubert Horatio nobody else votes for him, For in him fied with the condition of the Memphis would do well to 1964 Ward Burdick Award for
other than his highly lucrative lecture series
heed the Invaders. . . to study investigation of sickle cell dilies a leadership that can and will guar- Negro.
...
Humphrey.
The Invaders represent the the Invaders. . . to understand sease, Dr. Diggs called attenWashington
Post' black staffers are
breathing
He was in the front line of the civil antee the perpetuity of our rights and ordinary Negro yo uth w ho the Invaders . . . to let the In- tion to the frequency with which
easier now that they have experienced
personal conrights battle long before the nation was freedom. His election will prevent an wants a dignified "image" of vaders speak their piece. . . to this adnormality "masquerades" tact with
Eugene Patterson of Georgia. Most of them
the black man.
want to work with them for the good of as other diseases.
awakened to its responsibility to the ugly harvest of despiar and hate. Those feel needed and They
didn't know how to take him at first,
useful in hte the community.
Because hemoglobin S prebut so far
black citizenry. Prior to his entry into are the reasons we are for Hubert H.
he has not changed much of the
disposes Negro patients to heart
operation
— race —,_
President.
for
Humphrey
Defender
Chicago
the
national politics,
failure, stroke, lung thromboses,
wise . . . The Anti-Defamation
League has released _
for
and
Award
life-threatening
other
Abbot
corngave him the Robert S.
an exhaustive report on the bigots in
Wallace's corner.
plications, he termed accurate
John H. Sengstacke,
his stand on civil rights as Mayor of
By HARRY GOLDEN
fornia against somebody but I diagnosis indispensable to phy-I You should get a copy for your files.
It is documented
Publisher
at
tensions
Americans are always trying notice offsides never changes. sicians practicing Surgery,
Minneapolis. In these days of
from state to state. It calls names
and gives dates.
to describe their national ex- After the anticipated pitching stetrics, Pediatrics, Pathology,
duel
between
Denny
McLain Transfusion, Internal and Preperience by some convenient
MUSINGS WHILE STROLLING:
One of the
metaphor. It has been remark- and Bob Gibson, the World ventive Medicine
little known operators here is Andy
Muse
ed that we are the only coun- Series will never be the same.
who came
Sickle hemoglobin, a geneup from Danville, Virginia some months
try to go by the name of a Now taste treats constantly
ago
and has _
tically inherited adnormality, is
"dream." We are a melting descend upon us along
managed to make his mark. If he should leave
with the most common disorder of
I pot and we
governare also, on occa- the cavity-proof toothpaste both
ment with the rest of the resignees,
the oxygen-carrying blood pighis tal"nt would
sion, the new Romans. •
of which promise healthier andri ment
found in the United States.
be missed. Another quiet, but
effective worker here
Maybe all of these meta- healthier children. The car of
is thereApproximately
two
million
is
Voting on the Presidential candi- order on the American people. It
is George Draper who has
the
future
is
available
in
phors
are
true
at
different
moved from HUD as
Negroes, who have inherited a
chief counsel to EEOC. George and his
dates is not far off. This may be the fore disquieting to hear that Negroes times maybe they are timid. five different models every sickle
wife Bessie, who _
gene
from
one
parent,I
the polls taneously true at different fail, each one of which looks
also does an effective job, make up one
most momentous decision the American are being urged not to go to
.
said
to
possess
the
sickle
of the sollf1„
only
per.
alike
not
does
not radiThis, they are told, is the levels. One metaphor that
trait." About 30,000 having rehosh^nd and wife teams here.
electorate is called upon to make. Upon next month.
cally differ from last year's "trait"
fectly
applies
to
as
is
that
we
indicating their dissatisfac- live in
ceived the genes from both par't rests the destiny of this nation. Not best way of
headlines. The impend- models.
ents,
are victims of sickle cell
Presidential
candidates
and
the
with
ing event is always the apo- A few years ago I was a anemia.
nly, in politics, but also on the nature tion
event.
calyptic
Revelation
character
is
witness
moviefor
a
views.
of the moral leadership the United States their
While the trait may cause
always just around the corner house owner who had showed
React
To carry out this resolve is to abis willing to provide the Western world.
An example. The coming a film the location of which problems under conditions like
infection or physical exertion,
'
dicate the all-important vested power of election. Depending on which was a nudist colony,
The kind of President we elect will the electorate in a representative govern- way we vote, we will get total The complaint that this the disease is a chronically MELBOURNE, Australia —
the
owner had offended 1 painful debilitator that often (Npi) — Students at
etermine in large measure whether we
ant. Voting is essential to the pre- anarchy or total utopia. Can theatre
public
morals
was brought by proves fatal before victims, Moonash university are no u
truly
be
so7
this
ill have peace at home through removal seriation and continuity of the demoreach adulthood.
I make no secret of political several pillars of the communi... f the social causes that breed disaffec- cratic process.
"A sickle cell test is as im-Idifferent from their counterty
including
one
spinster
who
sympathies. I shall vote for
insisted she was motivated portant to the Negro as a norm-parts in other parts of the BOSTON — (UPI) — gni.,
ion and disorders, or whether the feTo be sure the changes that we Hubert Humphrey. I believe solely
by a concern for the al hemoglobin determination,"
inordithere
are
significant
an
differencinitiate
deral government will
i world when it comes to ex- Edward W. Brooke,
want will not come by self-denial of the es between him
according to Dr. Ascari.
young.
and Richard
supsaid it would be a "hindrance'
for
order,
nate drive for law and
precious right to vote. Reprehensible Nixon and significant differenc- When the judge acquitted the "Th
trail
i di te th t pressing their disgust at the
to
the unity of the countrr if
discontentment
pression of dissent and
policies or mandates will not be altered es between Nixon and George defendant, this lady rose in the while this new diagnostic is
white supremacy policies of George 'C.
Wallace gets A
surpassed
for
swore,
jusand
courtroom
"That's
speed
social
and ac-i
at the expense of freedom and
or rescinded by the voters staying Wallace.
the last time I will ever try em-icy, It also is simple and government. When Australian large vote In the Presidennal
Nixon
Richard
succeeds
U
to
tit e.
away from the ballot box.
the White House, however, I to do something for the school easy enough for routine use in Immigration
Billy election.
minister
drawing
Charlotte,"
patient
children
profiles."
and
of
Negroes, who are yet fighting for seriously doubt that all history
The equation of electoral choice inThe junior
Massachusetti
will
down around our resumably the school kids In clinical trails conducted in Sneeden told students last
volves also the kind of foreign policy first-class citizenship, can least afford to ears. come
No election this dull have been going to hell ever Tennessee and New York of the week that "Asians and black Senator'-the only *NeXre
this
the new administration will pursue. surrender their right to the ballot box could possibly be this impor- shwa
Senate, arid it was a 'possInew Tube Test For Hemoglobin
Aus295 of people are not wanted in
The PTA's have a apocalyp- S called SICKLEDEX*,
hility but sot a 'probability°
Whether we shall be brought closer to by indulging in a nihilism that negates tant.
month
•
a
once
903
blood
explosion
Every
specimens
found tr. IL." he w,.s greeted hr that the -election would be
tic
week
the
apocalyptic
were
the brink of war with China or Russia their own best interests. We have fought
football game,_ is about -to be when the Membership decides to be positive for Hb S. Results boos and hisses. Since March,
:hro‘ko into the House of Repor whether a genuine and relentless; cru- too long for this precious constitutional played that
somehow de- either Daddy can or Daddy were confirmed by the wet slide
had
has
country
'Mk
a
the
•-sont
11- a deciiion.
forfeit
it
at
'prerogative
to
this
tumor
crucial
assemble
cannot
help
and
the
electrophoretic
football
fate
methods.'
of
the
of
goat
termine
sade for peace shall mark the
his model for the Science Fair. Other hemoglobins or adnor-. relaass immigration law per, lie said he was "pleased"
ever.
and
ever
for
our
ballot
is
best
weapon
The
juncture.
will
that
new President, are conjectures
to see the third
Ususally these games involve But the cloak is really drawn malities such as Hb D, C, andi
Presifor carving out a place for ourselves and Notre Dame against somebody away when the town decides G, did not interfere with thelm"""g entry of nonwhites on idential candidate -party
be resolved by the ballot box.
slipping in
the national polls.
a limited basis.
test.
or University of Southern Call-lit has to widen a road.
imposes an obligation of the highest our children in a free society.
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Why We Are For Humphrey

Melting Pot Of New Romans

We Must Vote

Students

Wallace Victory
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n the back ofthe bus
with Thurmond.
Where does Hubert Humphrey stand
on education?
As he said when he accepted the
nomination of his party:"There can be
no compromise with the right of every
American who is willing and anxious
to learn to have a good education:'
Humphrey wants to insure a quality
education for every American from
age four right on thra college.
Because Humphrey is for all the
people. And not for the extremists.

CITIZENS FOR HUMPHREY-MUNCIE.
1025 Connecticut Avenue, N.W., WS
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Miss Social Belle
Cptest Attracts
II-Young Women
The NAACP-sponsored Miss
Social Belle contest is underway with 15 young ladies comland Helen Green, green brooks, daughter of Laura and peting for five cash prizes.
opaque stockings.
Bennie Westbrooks, Melba sar- The winner will be crowned
Think you're reading 1 is t tor, daughter of the Sylvester Miss Social Belle at a comaweek's edition eh? Well, we Sailors,
Beverly
Steinberg, tion ball scheduled for the
, had to re-state the case, since daughter of Annie Jean and iteabody on the night of Dec.
that's where our column got Wilton Steinberg, Debbie
the scissors in our Chicago Northcross, daughter of Nell - Mrs. Ann Willis, general
composing room.
and Dr. Theron Northcross, chairman, said there is still
Other Rubaiyats making the Vera McKinney, daughter of time for other girls to enter
scene were Peggy Brewer, Er- the John McKinneys, Janice the contest. They should condine Hall, Beverly Smith, Car- Frazier, granddaughter of the tact the "-Contest chairman,
olyn King, her husband, Alvin Rev. and Mrs. D. S. Cunning- Mrs. Leon Griffin (946-5693) or
is our District Candidate for, ham, Wendy Corley, gran d- Mrs. Willis (526-6718).
State Legislature; Norm a! daughter of the Rev. and Mrs. The Miss Social Belle comMinis, Lorene Buford, Gloria! D. S. Cunningham, We
mittee has conducted several
Ward, Hazel Sims, Clara Ford,1Corley, granddaughter of J. T. meetings planning the affair
Jewel Walker, Maxine Shipp;Chandler, Charlotte Bynum,,and all of the contestants have
along with guests Magnolia,daughter of the E. E. Redd1tts,1 been photographed. Their picArmstrong and Nellie King. iDebra Harris, daughter of tures will appear in newspapers
ERMA LEE LAWS
Gerri Little feted the Entre Thelma and Albert Harri s, and in a souvenir booklet.
By ERMA LEE LAWS
to the fascinating world of fi- Nous Bridge club and was as- Georgette Robinson, daughter
nance." We think this is a part sisted in serving a soul food of the George Robinsons; Bren''Every Negro regardless of his
what Dr. King meant when , dinner to the members by her da Batts, daughter of Helen
of
educational or cultural level,
he
mentioned pooling our re- son Billy, who is now a proud and Bennie Batts, Ethel Sengs.
carries the burden of centuries
first grader. Eloise Flowers tacke. daughter of Mattie and
of deprivation and inferior stat- sources and we're proud of had quite a chore trying to get Whittier Sengstacke and Terethese
black
women
who
us. The burden is with him
the girls to stop gabbing andt sa Shackleford, daughter of the
every waking moment of his through finances are becoming down to the serious business George Toles.
life — and often, through his a power to be reckoned with of bridge, t'was their first
Chit Chat. . . Sorry we missdreams, dominates his sleep- . . . that too is Soul Force.
meeting for the season.
ing moments as well. It di- Joining Gil and much to his Claiming prizes were Bar- ed the premiere of "Showboat" The Board of Christian Edumhdahes his confidence and surprise were his wife Leda bara Atkins, sitting in for ab- and after theatre party on the cation of Gospel Temple Bapbelittles his achievements. He and their handsome son Art, sent Delores Scott, Alice Helm stage at the new Front St. The- tist Church at 1080 N. Manassas
is tormented by the over- who has the ladies sitting up and Arrand Taylor. Concentrat- atre. Hear tell Mertis Ewell, st , invites the general public
whelming task of catching up." to catch him giving the news ing on a good evening of bridge James Hyter and Janice Jones,to join in a bus outing to Nashon Channel 5.
and fun were Helen Bowen, are great Mertis was present-1 ville on Saturday, Oct. 26
—MARTIN LUTHER KING, Jr Members of the Alpha InvestEssie Shaw, Carrie Scott, Mol- ed flowers by Gwen Bowie, al Among the sites the group
The Alpha Investment Club ment club happily observing
lie Long, Lillian Wolfe, Ernes- member of the newly charter-'will visit are the State Capitol,
is doing its bit to "catch up." their anniversary were Carrie
ed Alpha Kappa Alpha Chap- such educational institutions as
They observed their first an- Scott, Lillian Wolfe, Agnes An- tine Gray, Frances Hassell and ter at Memphis State Univer- Fisk. Tennessee State and VanNedra
Smith.
niversary t'other Sunday even- derson, Alice Helm, Eloise
derbilt Universities, penal inHalloween came early for the sity where the theatre is howlog with a birthday cake et al Flowers, Ethel Bell, Myrtle
stitutions and the complex
ed.
Co-Ettes when Kathy Williamin the Coffee Room of the Lor- Smith and Helen Bowen.
son entertained them. . . gob- Samuel Peace, Jr., got a farms, and other historical
raine Motel. These femmes are Guests included officers from
lins and witches were every- quickie visit home to visit his spots.
banded together under the tute- other investment clubs orThe bus will leave the church
lage of H. A. Gilliam, Vice-1 ganized by Gil, Dr. Theron where and Kathy was cute in folks, Maggie and Sam Peace at 6:30 a.m.
a black and orange mini out- and the rest of em. He's studyFor further information about
President of Universal Life Ia.! Northcross, Secretary of the
fit. She's the daughter of Mr. ing at the Shenandoah Consersurance Company and are in-1 Business
the trip, persons should call
and
Professional and Mrs. Booker T. William- vatory
of Music in Winchester, Mrs. Ophelia Little, chairman,
vesting their funds to Make for Men; Pearl Bruce, President son.
Prexy Gwen Williamson Virginia.
276-2357;
at
Mrs.
Shells,
Black Power by way of Green of the Business and Professionwas at the helm as the popu525-9526;
Power.
or
Mrs.
Stafford,
al Women; Louise Ward, Pres- lar teen-age beauties
Ilifle
Whalum will be the
planned
.The girls presented Gil a ident of the United; and Mary their tenth anniversary activi- narrator for the AleAs "Magic 946-1148.
plaque for the wise counsel hel Franklin, President of Opto- ties, for Christmas time. The World of Fashions" Sunday No- —J
has given them and other in-1 )2,kits and members of the chapter will be ten years old , vember 3, at the Club RoseAnnual Women's Day is to
Vestment clubs which he has fourth estate Jewel Hulbert and come Thanksgiving but decid- wood. The AKAs are sponsorbe celebrated at the Castalia
started as a hobby. The first yours truly.
ed to wait until December to,ing a textbook conference in.
Miss Lucy Cecilia Jennings of honor. Bridesmaids were Baptist Church at 1540 Castalia
one of which he is a member Clara Parker and Betty celebrate. Gwen is the daugh- conjunction with the NAACP
an&"A _ on Sunday, Oct. 27.
became the bride of Melvin Misses Jacqueline Davis
also, the Business and Profes- Payne rolled out the welcome ter of the Rev. and Mrs. E. W. and the Tennessee Council on
The guest speaker for the
Jean
Bolten.
Parson in a double ring cansional Men was organized it mat Friday for the Rubiayats, Williamson.
program at 3:30 .will be Miss
Human Relations on the weeki 1959. Della Robinson, the cute devised games for them and Other CO-Ettes relishing the end of December 13-14 at Le- Nightly services in honor of dlelight ceremony held on Sat- Archie Parson, Jr., was hisillarry Mae Simons, a member
petite prexy of the Alpha In- fed them bar be cued chicken,Ifull course turkey dinner while Moyne Owen College. Etna the thirteenth anniversary of urday, Oct. 5, at the White brother's best man. Grooms-1 of Collins Chapel CME Church
l Elder and Mrs. E. W. Rodgers
vestment made the presenta- spaghetti, slaw, rolls and cof- planning a fun filled week-end Mardis is Basileus.
and the principal of Magnolia
men were Archie
will be held at the Lambert Stone Baptist Church.
McNeal,Elementary School.
tion to Gil with a catch in her fee.
and Simon Chambers.
,to which they will invite mem- And Velma Leis Jones wihg- Church of Go din Christ at
A pre-observance program
voice expressing the apprecia- Winning at the games were bers from their four chapters ed it off last week-end to
The bride is the daughter of
the
Following the ceremony a re- will be given on Thursday
tion of the group for the time Doris Walls, a blouse and a in Detroit, Houston, Chicago Windy City where she attended 1070 Keating st., Oct. 23-27.
Mr.
Jennings
Colic
Mrs.
The
and
services
of
will
begin at
and effort he has given the scarf; Emma Primons, a pint and D.C., were Karen Chand-At confab of Regional Directors
ception was held in the home night, Oct. 24, and the speaker
will be Mrs. Evelyn Maxine
group. In ending she said, and opaque stockings, Mattiel ler, daughter of the,Howard B. of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorori- 8 each night, and guest church- 11 West fity ave., and the of Mr.
and Mrs. R. E. Hares have been invited to partiMatthews. The woman's chorus
"thanks for opening our eyes Little, a silver marmalade set Chandlers, Barbara West-Ity.
groom the son of Mr. Archie
cipate.
Parson, Sr., of 90 West Illinois. shaw, Jr. Hostesses were Mrs. of Castalia Baptist Church will
Irene White, Mrs. France Ler- sinhi
. hevpicuto
gr
.sT
bli
rica is invited.
Officiating was the Rev. Lou-' ner, Mrs. Georgia Nicholson
chairman of Women's Day
Ii Harris. Music was played
Mrs. Georgia McNeal, Mrs ,
Mrs. Mie Davis at the
Rose Harris sad Miss Linda
organ, and Miss Mildred Har- Kilierbrew.
SEARS
ris was vocalist.
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Sears

Parnelli Jones
Given in marriage by her: Refreshment*. included asReinstated By
father, the bride wore a gown cis:
e: II
.•
threeo u etiverrede
of winter white satin adorned
horsThe
cake
with embroidered
Chantillylwas decorated with pink roses U.S. Auto Cub

lace. Her illusion veil was at-. and white bells.
INDIANAPOLIS, Ind. (UPI)
tached to a beaded tiara ac— The United States Auto Club
cented with crystals. She car- Six white candles in silver i Wednesday lifted the two-week
ried a white orchid surrounded candelabras surrounded a love-suspension of Parnelli Jones,
by white carnations and lilies ly centerpiece of pink carna- 1963 winner of the Indianapolis
tions and stephanotis. The four "500." and restored him to full
of the valley.
dozen gladioli in large white membership.
For her daughter's wedding, baskets added an extra touch Jones, of Torrance, Calif.,
Mrs. Jennings wore a basic of beauty to the decorations. was suspended in Los Angeles
dress of warm pink lace with
following an argument with
bell-shaped sleeves. Both moth- After the reception, the bride Henry Banks. USAC's director
er and daughter's gowns were and groom were guests of hon- of competition, over outcome of
designed by Mrs. Ernestine or at a party in the home of,a disputed stock car race at
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Banks. Springfield. Ill.
Anderson of Memphis.
While lifting the suspension,
Mrs. Billie Barnett of We The couple received many
Banks announced that Jones
lington, Tenn., was the maid lovely and useful gifts.
'was fined $250.

Introducing craftsmanship
you can taste.

Full 4-Ply
li- w.atier
Tire
Size

ylon Tires

Measure your Bourbon against it.

Full 4-ply nylon ford body for
durability and added safety

• Dvnatuft tread rubber for long
mileage, dependable service

NO MONEY DOWN
TREE MUTATE'Ilrellionnting and Rotation
Expert Wheel Balancing 4for $5

on Sears EaryPaynsentPlan
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who make Benchmark still believe in
values with an old American ring to them:
Valueslike quality—dedication —vision —
respectfor one's craft.
They expected alotfrom themselves.
Benchmark —Seagram's Premium Bourbon.
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Benchmark Bourbon isn't something
special just because Seagram puts their
name on it.
It's because the distillers, scientists,
coopers,tasters and all the other artisans

And they got it.
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Price.
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Dr. Dinkins Guest Speaker For Beulah
The women of Beulah Bap- will be Dr. Charles L. Dinkins,Ithe board of City of Memphis
tist Church will celebrate mi- director of development at,111:18Pitalsnim! Women's Day on Sunday,
LeMoyne-Owen College, and Music will be rendered by
Oct. 27 which will be the climax of a month of activities president of Owen College the sanctuary choir of First
Baptist Church. The public
led by the women of the from 1958-68
is invited.
church.
Dr. Dinkins is a graduate
Mrs. Fred L. Davis is chairThe theme for the occasion of Oberlin School of
Religion man of Women's. Day and
is
The Christian Woman's lin
Oberlin, Ohio. He is present- Mrs. Everett Young co-chairResponse to Social Crises."
ly
serving as interim pastor man.
The speaker for the Wom'of First Baptist Church Lau- Rev.
en's Day program at 3
W. C. Holmes is pastor
p.m.,Iderdale. He is a member of of
the church.
r

Now that you've fallen for his
line, we think you'll fall for ours.
Your
Wedding
.:. •
Deserves to be...
is

I

••

for
Only natural color
can preserve this
V memorable event in
all its brilliance
This is where to
come when you're
through playing
games
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PHOTOGRAPHED
in Natural Color...
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I

FREE

GUEST BOOK WITH atIolImUm
WEDDING ALBUM ORDER WITH THIS AD.

Continental Photographers
136 So. Danny Thomas

Phone 526-8391
•••

ANNUAL ClIOIR DAY —
a tc he r,
Miss Diane Br,
was crowned queen of Oak
Greve Baptist Church at

Joubeit at its recent
heir
Day
celebration.
Choir Day Cele br ation
With her are Miss Susie
183

PF
—
btu!
etsohleeuctti

Thomas, left, first alternate, and Miss Bonnie In.
gram, right, second alternate

and

Guests InvitedTo Ebenezer'sHarvest Day
LIZZIE LUCKEY
, Annual Harvest Day will be on Sunday, (M. 27, with the Lillie Mae Thompson, Mrs
. observed at the Ebenezer Bap pastor, Rev. E. L. Slay, giving Martha Smith, Mrs. Address
lust Church at 114 Henry st::
Stevenson, and Mrs. Annie F.
- the morning message.
I ,
Rev. Clarence Demire will Jones. Mrs. Lucy Ambro of
HELP WANTED
be the guest speaker for the Springdale Baptist Church will
program at 3. Serving as mis- give the devotion. The public
WOMEN
tress of ceremonies will ) is inited•
Mrs. Frances Green, a mem- Mrs. 011ie Williams is chair4 ladies wanted
ber of Greater First Baptist man of Harvest Day, and Mrs.
Mrs. Florida M. Cox of 18801Lizzie L. Luckey, to Thomas L.
3 hours per day, 5 days
Church Chelsea.
Marne B. Matthews co-chiar- Hearst It. announces the enElrod. Jr., son of Mr. and ?airs.
a week. $50.00 per
Other guests will be Mrs. , man.
gagement of her niece. Miss
Thomas L. Elrod, Sr., of 1331
week. Car necessary
Airways.
Phone
Miss Luckey is the daughter of
STANLEY HOME
the late Mr. and Mrs. Leon
PRODUCTS
Lucky of Senatobia, Miss. A
December wedding is planned.
332-1380 or 329-1837
Miss Lucky was graduated
from Hamilton High School.
where she was a member of
the L. E. Peterman Dancers,
'Navette Delos, the glee club,
Homemakers of
New
, and
, America.
She was Senior Class Queen
, in the Coronation Court Bail.
The bride-elect is a candidate
for a bachelor of science degree in biology from LeMoyneOwen College, where she is a
tion, the college choir, and Student Christian Association, the
Student Government Association, the college choir, and Stn'dent National Education Association.
Miss Luckey is pledging Alphi
Kappa Alpha Sorority. She has
been on the Dean's List. She
is currently the first alternate
'to "Miss LeMoyne" and fiat
alternate to "Miss Homecoming."

Lizzie Luckey Plans
A December Wedding

So full of
sunshine...

PAC

FOOD STORES

OLD Mr. BOSTON

LIGHT RUM

...it calls for
glasses!
Num DO mtooF mo oOstoo min to INC

sosrott.SASS

Alloo•DiavatAlocvecx.0406,4istoommowoon
ea."
a— --;;TE
;
FOR

r

JEROME 0. DEVLIN
State Senator 30th District

THE YOUNGSTERS LOVE TO EAT. MAMA LIKES TO SAVE. PAPA
HAS TO EARN. THE COMBINATION ADDS UP TO A VERY IMPORTANT "FAMILY AFFAIR." BUT THE WHOLE AFFAIR ADDS UP
TO A VERY "COPA CETA SITUATION" (SATISFACTORY) WHEN
THE WHOLE FAMILY "WORKS ON THE CASE" IN THE PIC-PAC
STORES OF MEMPHIS. IT PAYS OFF FOLKS
. . . EVERYONE LEAVES SATISFIED.

1.

That the right to life, liberty,, and the pursuit of happiness is
still inalienable.

2.

That the right to life.embraces the opportunity to work for my
own and my neighbor's social and econanic improvement
, the promise that our cormunity will be kept law-abiding ,as a guarantee
to personal safety,..-aid the prospect that my life can be what I
make it.

3.

That the right to liberty grants me the freedan to choose, the
freeciom to succeed if I can, the freedom to fail if I must, and
that this right and these freedoms must be available to every
citizen.

4.

That decisions affecting individuals and families should
be made
at local level by individuals and families, not by
goverment
edict.

S..

That the-,right to the pursuit of happiness includes
the right of
access to whatever my city and nation have to offer,
with the
understanding that I must respect the rights of
others in order
to safeguard my own.

6.

That no.persan can be.happy if inflation takes
ever larger bites
out of his pay .and investments, if taxes. and spending
continue
at an accelerating..rate, if disorder is
allowed to be the order
of the day.
That none have liberty if any are denied it.

8.

That no fisnerican can have a life worth living
if indecision replaces determination; despair replaces hopes,
or fear rules in
the place of courage.

9.

That these considerations explain why the
right to life,
and the pursuit. of happiness' must be kept
inviolate.'

ommwat
tithwlukmio
,

4

•o

liberty,

The Women's Fellowship of
Second Congregational Church
will meet on Sunday, Oct. 27,
at 5 p.m., in the home of liCrs.
Mamie Daylor of 2062 Blake
wood palce.
The president, Mrs. Estalyn
Ross, will preside. and Mrs.
Ruth Watson will lead the wor-
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Hostesses for the meeting
will be Mrs. Margaret Strong,
, Mrs. Brenda Turner, Mrs.
Ruth Watson, Mrs. Edith Williams and Mrs. Grace Young.
The Rev. John Charles MicItle is pastor of the church.

LEGAL NOTICE TO alvDDEss
Proposals will be received by the
Ilcuqing Authority at its
office 700 Adams Avenue, Memphis. Tennessee, until 10 o'clock
AM,C
Friday. November 15.
1a65. for furnishing and delivery
nI wood sc rtell door stock to the
whop of the Authority, 830 Williams Avenue. Memphis. TIMMSThe quantity of stock on whieh
proncoals are invited will approximate 700 WOW screen doors.
Detached proposal forms and specifications
will
be
available at
Mionphie Wooing Authority office,
700
Ada m. Avenue.
Memphis.
Tenn*****.
Proposals must be made on forms
provided by the Authority and
time of delivery must be stated
in the proposal.
The Memphis Howling Authority
reserves the right to reject any
end all bids. to waive any Informality in the bids and to place
the award
with whomsoever It
may elset.
Address proposals be the Memphis
Notating
AuthorIty
700 Adams
Avenue. Memphis. Tenneseee and
mark is me "Aid on Screen Door
Stock "

#

ML

Fellowship
Meeting Held

These Things I Believe:

7.

Mr. Elrod is a graduate of
Booker T. Washington High
School and attended Washburn
:University in Topeka, Kans,,
where he majored in music and
became a member of Kappa
Alpha Psi Fraternity He was a
member of the university orchestra.
Prior to entering the United
States Air Force, he managed
the "Elrod's Combo" at the
Olde Village Vengarde.
He is a member of the Bluff
City Jaycees and an assistant
Boy Scout master. He is presently a prominent musician
and businessman

He
of t
Mer
1967

Mitt/GPM/I HOUSIINO
A t.TTMORITY
Orelle Ledbetter
Secretary

--I
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Alpha Kappa Alpha
Charters MSU Chapter
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Members of Beta Tau ChapIncorporated, an international ter (LeMoyne College) and Beta
service organization with a
Epsilon Omega Chapter (Alumproximately 40,000 members,
recently chartered a new chap- nae) welcomed the members
ter, Epsilon Epsilon, at Mem- of Epsilon Epsilon chapter WO
the 00-year old Alpha Kappa
phis State University.
The new chapter is Alpha Alpha Sorority, oldest of NeKappa Alpha's 325th. Miss Vel- gro sororities.
ma Lois Jones, southeastern
regional director, and Mrs.
Elma Mardis, president of Beta
Epsilon Omega Alumnae Chapter. presided at the chartering
ceremonies.
TERMITES-ROACHESWATER BESS-RATS
Dean Flora Rawls of Memphis State University was
Ukase/ od Isedsd
among the distinguished guests
CALL US WOW VOIA1111
present at the reception given
EalliAltitAXPID
in honor of the new chapter in
"WE KILL TO MIN
Memphis State's impressive
CALL
new Student Union Building.
Hostesses for the reception
were Mrs. Ernestine Guy, Mrs.
Ann Benson, Mrs. Helen Shelby,
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
and Mrs. Edna Swingler GenFA 7•603110
PH.
try.

PEST

EXTERMINATING CO:

AKA'S EPSILON EPSILON
— The 325th chapter of
Alpha Kappa Alpha florort-

Black Attorney
On Bank Board
PHILADELPHIA — (NP!)
— William H. Brown, III, a
black
attorney, has
been I
elected as a director of the
southwest regional board of,
the First Pennsylvania Banking
and Trust Company.

ty was chartered recently
in ceremonies en the Mew
phis State University

canoes with Miss Velma
Lois Jones, smdienstern
regional diluter, and Mrs.

alma Mardis, president
of the Beta Epsilon Omega
Alumnae chapter, presid-

As
Unity In Meniphis
Hosp. Workers Stay Out

ing. FrOm Init, front row,
are Mrs. Helen Shelby,
adviosr, Mr* Mardis, Audrey Gillespie, Barbara
Brooks, Annie Malone, Lula
Wright, Cheryl Williams,
Doretha Hoto a, Laurie
Cochran, Anita Louise Perry, Petrie* Knight, Gwendolyn Bowie, Vernita Fields,

Gloria Dixon, Miss Jones
and Mrs. Edna Gentry,
advisor. On second row,
from left, are Pearl Parker,
Minetta Hill, Joyce Ragland, Toyetta Harris, Zelman Phillips, Rudy Turner,
Madiline Curry and Carolyn
Yancy. Not shown are
Maxine Seaborne and
Geraldine Brown.

O.Z. EVE1tS

FIRE KING OVENWARE

MEMPHIS, TENN. --Strik- er wages
better working and union leaders, the marchHe h a s been
president ing employees of the City oi conditions.
ers held a rally on the front
of the board of directors of Memphis Hospitals have enter- Nearly 1.300 nurses, nurses steps of city hall.
Mercy—Douglass hospital since ed the fourth week of their' aids, housekeeping and dietary The Rev. James Lawson, a
1967.
work stoppage demanding high- employees of the Memphis hos- local civil rights leader, warnpital complex have caused the ed of a possible boycott of the
closing of John Gaston Hospi- downtown merchants if the city
MUSIC REVIEW
tals emergency room. Since its refused to grant the strikers'
closing, patients have been demands.
directed to private hospitals. Jesse Epps, field representaThe American Federation of tive for AFSCME said, 'we are
State, County and Municipal ready and willing to sit down
Employees union representing now" to negotiate a settlement.
the hospital strikers in the Mr. Epps sent a telegram to
same union that represented the director of city health servCONDUCTOR CLOSES
1 thematic phrasing which the the sanitation workers in their ices, Odell Horton affirming the
SYMPHONY VISIT
conductor in an absolute and strike against the city that re- union's willingness to talk. But
Guest conductor, Hans profound manner and remained sulted in the death of Dr. Mar- Mr. Horton said, "I don't in'Schmidt-Isserstedt climaxes his even in the more vigorous tin Luther King, jr. last spring. tend to reply."
Observers feel that the same The city claims that it can,conducting visit with three con- section.
Ltzastuag compositions, Haydn's The traditional pattern of community involvement that not negotiate with the union
.'"'Symphony No. 92 in G Maj- the third movement, "Men- brought the sanitation strike until the striking employees re'or," Henze's Suite No. 2 from aetto: Allegretto in G major into nation focus is being gen- turn to work.
.1be Ballet, "Undine" and had its own particular melodic erated by the current hospital The city has already replaced
230 of the 1,300 black employ, Beethoven's, "7th Symphony!and dynamic shade of mean- work stoppage.
.in A Major. Opus 92."
ing in antiphonal phrases be- Last week an estimated ees. Union leaders have planAvant-garde composer Hans tween the winds and strings crowd of 3,000 marched from ned to march through downWerner Henze's Suite No. 2 and the last "Presto" move- Clayborn Temple A.M.E. town daily and "possibly bring
from the Ballet, "Undine" re- ment was a sudden thrust Church to City Hall, a distance in outside support."
seived its premiere perform- of melodic virtuoso strength. of three miles, through the The strike has already gained the support of many of the
ance at the subscription con- Beethoven's 7th Symphony downtown section.
certs and proved to be a bray- in A Major, Opus 92 as pre- Led by a group of ministers local civil rights organizations.
pra composition with staggering sented possessed a refined elodemands made upon the or-,quent tone and was met with
.chestra. The conductor's ap• • •
proach, his leadership and
HOFFMAN RACES THROUGH
understanding of the modern
idiomatic techniques enabled SYMPHONY POP CONCERT
him to lead a notable perform- Acting conductor Irwin Hoffance. This uninhibited (Vince man returned from recent en"music was richly colored and gagements to conduct the first LAFAYETTE, Ind. — It was society, she believes, con'..11ynamically accented with in- "POP" concert of the season to improve muscle coordina- found most women, and they
tricate rhythmic effects. Those in Orchestra Hall with Jay rooms would one day be just inherently underestimate
;Melodies moved with precision Friedman as trombone soloist. blessed with feminine charms the role they can play in
In an avalanche of impreSsive Friedman, a member of the and graced by the persence changing the stauts quo.
Chicago Symphony proved to of inspiring young women.
sonorities.
Well, it's not that way for
The freshness and vitality be an outstanding performer It seems hard to believe that Linda Jo. Here's one college
War,
the
fewer
Civil
before
,yvith which the conductor pre- who played the Bloch SymInstead, she plods ahead with
-seated Haydn's Symnhony No. phony for Trombone and Or- than a half-dozen colleges ac- a heavy hand to read, listen
women.
ceptell
chestra
poise,
style
with
and
richly
Major,
d
prod
G
worry and talk.
But now that higher educatextured a n d broau
tones striking dexterity.
Talk, that's the magic word,
-:while retaining the radiance Other works selected.such as tion of women is apparent,
she says, adding, "Women
step?
the
next
what's
Kabalevsky's
"Overture
To
composer'
-6f the classical
Colas Breugnon" had brillian- According to Purdue senior must try to change minds in
bstyle.
their own communities. Their
- Contrast played an important ce but moved too rapidly to Linda Jo Mitchell, 'utilization'
words can have a lasting
part of the presentation, as the make an appraisal of the com- of that education is the next
effect."
for
speaks
women.
frontier
She
websorbing and impressive position. Symphony No.2 in C
.Adagio introduction introduced Minor, Opus 17 by Tchaikovsky not about women's professional Cbc urges women who are
..the 1st Movement with a dash- was taken at such a clip it's role as an engineer, teacher, conceined about the division
ing -Allegro spiritoso serving beautiful sonorities were lost. or home economist— but about of this country into two racial
%as the main body of this sec- The final works presented by her ability to vocalize on social camps to let their voices be
,on. It was the second "Adagio Hoffman were Barber's Adagio issues, world affairs and cur- heard whether at a neighborhood coffee or large gathering
catabile" movement that was for Strings" and Ravel's "Rap- rent problems.
Challenges confronting our at church or school.
filled with perceptive tyrical sodie Espagnole".
Jnd

French CUSTARD DISH FREE
W 11 H COUPON

BELO6 AND Sa

C

ADDITIONAL PURCHASE

COMPLETE SET

Other Pieces Available
For Only
Hyde Park Eggs with Coupon below and $S Additional Purchase

BUILD

A

Mt VC

Hoffman Races Through
First Popular Concert

_

Parkay Oleo with Coupon below and $S Additional Purr.'

FREE
FRENCH
CUSTARD DISH
,014

Classrooms Now Blessed
With Charm, Inspiration

*is co.,e, and 35 odd.

Itior.1
etzeall,n,
trol••••••,. null, old .tesen
prukocoa
Oros •••••.
is • howl', I.p

Sept. 26

NOTE: $15
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required
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$5

purchase
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Save
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PARKAY OLEO
LB. 2'19c
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a•d$5•1/1wilogs G. •••1•41.,
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MidAmerica's
Favorite
Gift
Stamps

HYDE PARK EGGS
Large, Doz. 9C
Medium. Doz. 5c
:
1621. mtge.s.4 WK.
.

ztrr,..11..
72
- •
l••f••••,.
.1.11010,140

Se t. 26 •

2
6

9
6
8
Hugh Pulliam, 2542 Pork Avenue, Memphis,roceivos his
FORTUNE FONE winnings chock for 9212,79 from WMC
Radio Program Dicrectoc !sob Webber.

Remember the number Seven—Seagram's Seven. It's the universal sip code for great whiskey.
ft means smoothness and lightness. And that's just what it delivers—anywhere in the world.
Say Seagram's and Be Sure.

•

lkosorsm Distillers Company, New York City, Blended Whiskey. 88Proof.05% Grain NeueslOpaNa
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Martin Temple
Will Observe
Harvest Day
Harve at Day will be CeleTemple
CME Church at 65 S. Parkway
West on Sunday. Oct. 27
The regular morning sermon
will be delivered by the pastor
Rev. Paul FowLkes.
Mrs. Virginia Wade is church
reporter.
brated at the Martin

Sigma Gammas
List Plans For
The Fall

Starks Club
Will Present
antorium
The H. L. Starks Club for
Bishop of the St. James AME
Church at 600 N. Fourth at. is
making plans to support the
church's pastor as candidate
for bishop in 1972, and is giving a program on next Sunday, Oct. 37. at 3:30 p.m.
—
-

READ MY AMAZING STORY, WHAT PRAYER
AND THE AMAZING REV. COSTONIE
DID FOR ME

Mr. Henry Catching:
3506 W. Adams St., Chicago, III.,
I work fet a clock manufacturer at one
of th• most famous clock feetetles.
I h•v• smekci heirvily for 51 years,
I.;.ng was
even though 1 knew sm0..
basi let my health and appetite. I
went se RIIV• COSTONIE • sifter
three minutes of his marvelous way
of prover, I can't even •tand to
smell cigarette smoke. And if
attempt to smoke, I become nauseous. Yes I was skeptical but be.
llove me EV. COMMIE's work
is wonderful. I met many people at
office who feel as I de and
his
praised his work. Thanks to REV.
COSTONIE my appetite and health
have returned. I cart ',ricer thank
this God-sent men enough far his
work and enteping prayer.
Anyone with e temilT, health, 0r
marital problem, don t welt, gall
this amazing minister fee en appointment at WA 4.4969 at wtit• to Ithis at
927 E. 47th St. Chicago, Ill. 60653

CANDIAND
PASTOR
DATE —Elder G. W.
Evans, right, pastor of the
Walker Memorial Christian
Church, is shown here on
the church's recreation field
with Jorome 0. Devlin, P.
E., candidate for State
Senator from District 30.
Elder Evans says the first
in
the
mini-playground

count y was personally
established on the grounds
of Walker Memorial Christian Church, Commenting
on his endorsement of the
candidate, Elder Evans
says "He is a tireless worker, efficiently able and qualified to represent all of the
people."

MR. HENRY CATCHINGS

FAITH TEMPLE CHURCH
927 E. 47th STREET
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60653

I JUST
ARRIVED?

4111\

MECHANICS WANTED
GAS a Dam
Permanent Position, Group Life and Hospital Benefits, Paid
Vacation. Local truck leasing company has openings for Mechanics who want steady employment in large, roomy shop.
Good working Conditions. CALL GLENN DeWITT at 942-4687,
CARL CARSON LIASING CORP.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOlk.kt

New Afro Wigs
Memphis oldest and Largest Wig Shop. All 10D -",
human 11 'r guarantee. Permanently curled wig. 19.95

WIGLETS S7.90
WIGS $19.15
LONG KINKY MISS $24.95
1
LONG FALLS $39.60
LONG NAND MADE WIGS $59.95
.B.C. Charge All. Or use our
BANKAMERICARQ convenient Charge Plan or
Lai.A.w ay.fxpert Styling S3.50

i24420

Clean $1.50

Licensed Beauticuo el OM Tenn. Board of Cosmetology

We've no red
carpet to roll out;
no brass band to
serenade you. But
we can help you
with names and
locations of
schools, lists of
community facilities, shopping
Information and
all the other things
you'll want to know
about your new home town.
A Welcome Wagon hostess will visit at your convenie-tco
to provide all this and gifts as well.
It's all yours—free—for a telephone call to Welcome Wagon.

WELCOME
NEWCOMEDDIUse this coupon to let us know you're here
Name
Address
Phone

City

CI Please have the Welcome Wagon Hostess call on me
I would like to subscribe to
fl I already subscribe to
Fill out coupon and mail to Circulation Dept

s.

IS1 NM Vas ine on, go

IMO

101

UM ma *as 4

The members of Sigma Garr.
ma Rho Sorority had a busy
summer
with tours
and
meetings making plans for the
year's activities. In the early
summer there was a picnic at
Shelby Forest State Park with
graduates and undergraduates .
and friends of Sigma involved.
Then later in the summer
, a chartered Greyhound bus
itook many of the same group
to Petit Jean State Park in
Arkansas. There they toured
the
Rockefeller farms and
I Museum. After eating lunch
'at the Mather Lodge at Petit
Jean the return trip took in
Little Rock where a tour of the SAFEGUARD CHILDREN
State Capitol was made.
—Mixing a "cake can be
In the early fall Gamma
risky business for a youngChi Chapter of Sigma Gamma ster who finds such "inRho Sorority, Inc., was chartergredients" as household
ed at Memphis State Univer- cleaners, bleaches, polishes
sity with Earnestine Townsel
as the president. The members of this chapter participated in a Rush Party on Friday
night that was held jointly with
the other three sororities at
Memphis State. Each sorority
had a certain period for performance.
The Sigmas were joined in
their performance by the
Sigma girls from Lane College
who were escorted by Mrs.
Clara Hewitt, campus coordinator for the , Southeastern
Region, and Mrs. Helen Owen,
advisor for the chapter. Mr.
Hewitt is always gracious
enough to do the driving.
In September the new officers of Omicron Sigma were
ready for the 1988-1969 programs Founder's Day observance during the week of November 11, with Mrs. Helen
Owen of Jackson, Tennessee
as the speaker, to be held at
Olivet Baptist Church; a social
affair in December; THE NEW
FOLK SINGERS on January
13, at Bruce Hall; Regional
Conference in Miami, Florida
in April and the Boule in August to convene in Atlanta,
Georgia.
The recently elected officers
of Omicron Sigma chapter are;
Mrs. Bernice Fowler, President; Mrs. Melee Malone,
Vice President; Miss
First
Mattie Anderson, Second VicePresident; Mrs. Mary Perkins,
Secretary; Mrs. Versie Lipford and Mrs. Erma Jacox,
Mrs.
Secretaries;
Assistant
Viillette Bowling, Treasurer;
Mrs. Eldora Amos, Parliamentarian; Mrs. F ranee.
I Flagg, Keeper of Records and
; Seal; Mrs. Charles P. Roland,
I Reporter.

41Ik

-114W
children, says the Council
on Family Health, a nonprofit organizatieg sponsored as a public service by
leading members of the
drag industry.

and

chemicals under the
kitchen sink. Keep cleaners,
chemicals and other necessary aids on high shelves
in a cabinet out of sight
and out of reach of little

downtown • anion ave.• southland man

C S S---1
2
/
2 to 32/
fashion spocialists in sizes 18 to 60 and 761

three-piece
double knit
costumes
reg. 50.00

39.99
size. 38 to 52

a wonderful value ... acetate
double knit patterned skirt and
locket with solid color flat knit
overblouse ... shops retention
and no-sag properties make
them perfect traveling companions.
A. sculptured woven leaf design in cherry red and black
with cherry red overblous• or
empress bfu• and emerald
green with blue overblouse.
I. woven ictegvord dot is emerald green on empress blue
background .. empress blue
o ye rb louse.

•
M.4 fL ORDkR.S.•
//rid fOo postage
plus dirt% tiro far
ratintillits del I,•
ery,

Diners Delight!
5 Piece dinette with costly
pedestal design ...very sleek
'n' high style, yet priced so low!

STOUT SHOPPE
64 SO. MAIN
• 121.6436
Li DOWNTOWN •
UNION AVE. •
1992 UNION
• 274.2061
WHITINAVIN • SOUTHLAND MALL • 398.0064

BY

Mon Claire

INC.

14 No. Main Court 52713619

In Chrome or Bronztone I

"SPECIAL SALE"

$7995

100% HUMAN HAIR
Shortie Wigs
12.95
Hand made Wig
39.95
Afro Wig
19.95
Curly Stretch Wig 11.95
Wiglets
1.95
Long Falls
34.95
Clean & Style
5.50

Take Months To Pay

Stelildhstv modem and lavely...talil• swam, to float on a
sturdy peilestel, provides inere.leg room all around. The
pop Is suporwherii elastic woodwgraln that resists hums and
watches. -Chafes have or-usefully shaped hlah lochs end
heavy duty vfnof upicoleuryi. Cheat. the rnITT0Tellke drama
114 6144644 -so the elegance of konsetono finish.

Shop Haverty 4 Stores - Free delivery

E

HONOR

FIlat'.1 NATIONAL

BANKAMERICARO

EXPERT STYLINC
83.30
CLEAN & STYLE

•

•
en
en

DOWNTOWN

LAURELWOOO

WHITE HAVEN

157 SO. MAIN 5261906

450 Parkins Estd. 645-4277
Frew Perkin based* Store

4/12 Hwy. 51 Se. 3%-9496
fro, Pariang land. Store

Few Porkies, Alleebers Geroge

$5.00

PARK AVE.
• 3015N:irk eve. 323-7456
Frew Porting Ikesiti• ShSt

,

USE
OUR
LAYAWAY

•
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Howard Shuns Minor League
Job To Join Yankees'Staff

18 runs batted in.
The limited sppellitlekte oras
a far cry from his career map
jor league batting average et
.275 and the inactivity troubl.
ed Howard through the late
stages of the season.
games the past season and Howard lives In Teaneck.
hft .241 with five homers and N.J.

H

••••

The Store that cares—about you!
go WM after

Page le

NEW YORK — (UPI) — El- coach in the American League,
stan Howard, admitting he'd Howard follows in the footbe "happy" to become the steps of Jim Qilliam, currently
first Negro manager in the of the Los Angeles Dodgers,
turned down a and Gone Baker, formerly of
minor league managerial job the Pittsburgh Pirates, who
Tuesday to "return home" to have served as National Leathe New York Yankees as gue coaches.
first base coach — The Ameri- Banks of the Cubs is listed
can League's first Negro coach. as a "player-coach."
In a major re-shuttling of the Howard said he also was
Yankee coaching staff, How- approached by Bing Devine,
ard replaced Whitey Ford, general manager of the St.
who resigned, and former in- Louis Cardinals, champions of
Dick Howser was the National League, but said
fielder
stinted third base coach to he wanted to come back to the
replace Frank Crosetti, who Yankees.
ed to take a coaching Howard was admittedly upjob with Seattle after spending set when he was traded from
3/ years with the Yankees as New York to Boston, and
threatened to retire as a playa player and coach.
er at that time since he had
Ford, probably destined to
hoped to remain in New York
Yankee
become
the
eventually
as
coach following his playpitching coach, elected to de- ing acareer.
vote full time to a ommuni- But
Howard, the American
cations job because Jim TurLeague's
first Negro Most
TOP GAME — no number
for the Goldin Wildcats of ner decided to return for
Player as he led the
otelrom. Melrose beat the another year as pitching coach. Valuable
one game last week was
Yanks to a pennant in 1963,
27-6,
Tethers
the Catholic • Maltese game
Catholic
Turner and bullpen coach
changed
his mind and helped
a
7-0
record.
at Crimp Stadium. Shown
maintaining
Jim Hegan returned to their
the Red Sox in their 1967 penabove is -Larry Perkins as
(Photo By Continental)
same jobs for 1969 under nant
rush. He returned in 1968
he scores another six-points
manager Ralph Houk,
but was troubled by thigh
Howard, playing on 10 cham- and thumb injureis and a
pionship teams with the Yan- arthritic condition in his throwkees before being traded to ing arm. He appeared in 71
Boston Aug. 3, 1967 where he
helped the Red Sox to the
American League pennant, re4-A TRAFFIC JAM
with a kickoff. Overton out- signed Monday as an active
scored Kingsbury 27-20.
player.
The MIAA football compaign
CBHS ALL ALONE
Howard, who will be 40 in
heads down the homestretch
Christian Brothers nipped February, decided to turn COLUMBIA, S. C. — (UPI) —
with only two games remain- Douglass 6-0 and the Brothers down a job as manager of Jackie Robinson, the Negro
'in
ing each for the two School appear headed for another 3-A the Yankees' Class AA club who broke the color barrier,
membership. White Station, a title with only a match with at Binghamton of the Eastern major league baseball, praised ousted Olympic Games
heavy favorite before the league Central likely to offer any League.
real threat to the Purple "I'm very satisfied with the sprinters Tommie Smith and
got underway-, found them- Waves. Central kept its chances coaching job and I wanted to John Carlos, saying he "adselves behind 14-0 after three alive with a 21-12 edging of stay up here with the big mired the pride in their blackoffensive plays by Booker T. Messick. Joe LaBue once again club, that's why I decided to ness."
Washington accounted for two carried the Warriors. His two turn down the minor league United States Olympic officials ordered Smith and Cartouchdowns by Raymond Chap- touchdowns hiked the star managerial job," he said.
man and Donnell Harris. A halfback's point total to 66 for Admitting he had "a lot of los out of Mexico City after
learn," Howard they staged a black protest on
loss would just about have the season. South Side, probab- things to
eliminated the Spartans from ly as good a team as any in said he would be happy to the victory stands following
any championship aspirations 3-A, romped over Carver 40-0 eventually become a big league their first and second place
manager if the opportunity finishes in the Olympic 200because they enter the fray
See Page 14
meter run.
arose.
with Washington on the heels
Olympic
committee
Nattily dressed in an ap- "The
off a setback at the hands of
propriate pin-striped suit, How- made a grave mistake in susHamilton.
ard named Bill White and pending them." Robinson said I
For a moment it looked as if
Ernie Banks as other prime at a news conference. "What
the Warriors might pad their
possible N e gro managerial they did had nothing to do
lead when White Station failed
candidates. As the first Negro with shaming this country."
to get off a punt deep in its
own territory. At this point the NEW BRUNSWICK, N. J. —
Spartans rose to the occasion
and stopped a field goal at- (UPI) — The late Adm. Jones
tempt inside their 20 yardline. Ingram, who scored the game's
Using a precision executed only touchdown in Navy's
belly series helped out of the first football victory over
evening which was to be the Army, and three other pioneer
signal for a deluge of touch- players were named Monday
downs enroute to a 40-21 con- to the National Football Foundation Hall of Fame.
vincing win.
Quarterback Steve Lawson Named to the shrine along
was the engineer of the White with Ingram were Zora ClevenStation onslaught, scoring three ger, a star halfback for Intimes on keepers and handing diana; Edward Rogers, a Chipoff to Mike Rowan. LeRoy pewa indian who played at
Norfleet took in a pass from Carlisle and the University of
James Conley late in the final Minnesota and Vincent Stevenperiod to complete the Warrior son, quarterback at Pennsylvania in 1904 and 1905.
scoring.
LIBBY'S
Hamilton and Overton finish- The four will be inducted at
ed up last week with victories to the Ilth annual Hall of Fame
PEACHES
send the 4-A League into a banquet on Dec. 3 in New
four team deadlock. White York. Eight players who perStation, Washington, Hamilton formed after 1910 plus coach
'3.TOTAL LIMIT'
and Overton have 2-1 records. Clark Shaughnessy, who helpOR HALVES
SLICES
Hamilton downed tough North- ed popularize the modern TQT. 350
side 20-12, getting a big boost formation, will be inducted at
• 29 OZ..215
from Philip Jett's 95-yard TD the same time.

I
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Sparkling American Foil Follseinger
October 29
University Auditorium 8:30 P.M.
Season Series or Single Tickets
M S U Box Office 321-1041
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for people going places
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Sports Horizon

Jackie Praises
Olympic Stars

Buddy Young
Joins 'Hall

9C LB.
Fresh

SPARERIBS
t 11-711TOod Finest QUALITY

SLICED
2 410.9
ip.k: 55c BACON
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before
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after
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The Old Crow
Traveler fifth

The popular
round V.th

id Crow

world's most popular Bourbon
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%top /swam

E-,_"kST: 5014 POPLAR (At Menderthall)
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MIDTOWN-1620 MADISON
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FRED MONTESU

0:- °USDA Inspected Fresh
-(
. ,'

FRYERS

{i t

Whole, LB.

21c

MAYONAISE
QUART

FRED MONTESI

S1

AURORA -Asst. Colors

LB. 15*

4 2-roll Pkg.

16 01

WELCH

The gaily Berkshot
Zoog After The Price Is Fergetiets

IMO OP.

FRESH

PORK CHOPS

CENTER CUT
LB.650

FIRST CUT
LB.530

YO. YELLOW SALMON
oLE0QUARTERS

TOILET TISSUE
die

MERRIMAC

•

67*

MY - T .• FINE

GRAPE

PIE CRUST

DRINK

sow 11.41

41k41%

fTURNIP GREENS
r°

Fresh

I

19c
ll
BEVERAGES 33c
2 Bunches

omftwom.0610"

QT.

a‘==•.,•wrO4

Yukon Chib

Club Soda, Ginger Ale,
If & Half,Orange,

28

2

Oz.

111

154

9 OZ.

290

WE HONOR
GOVERNMENT
FOOD sTAs(P3

SNOW DRIFT

You'll wear Stacy-Adamsshoes
for years—knowing they're the
fine at you can bUY- Fine Med.
craftsmanship...rich styling...
luxurious leathers...assure

VEG.
SHORTENING

Instant end everlasting ootafOrlt.
Wessmart good looks that'll carry

3 LB. CAN

you through many seasons.

GRADE A GOVT.
INSPECTED •

PILLSBURY EXTRA LIGHT

10/10 OAT CHARLIE

PANCAKE

-

LEO IUN1

MIX

$ NODES REITILDMI HAW

ola & Cherry Soda.
Nen•Retsiliello

59*

6 TOTAL LIMIT

j)kt't

2 LB. BOX

MORRELLS REG. 55¢ LB. PKG
se
OR
FRED.MONTEZI REG. 54 LB. PKG. low

alma mist SOO

Black tir Brun pasisOot td &ow

-or

blachemabber heel,42edge sole,
423.N. Cleveland
213 Frayser Blvd.
5999 Hwy. 51 South
2833 Lamar Ave.
1500 SO- LAUDERDALE
3561 PARK AYE.

SLICED

white eat stitching, black-poli shod Eicl.

BACON

$38.00

WITH $5,00 PURCHASE

WITH COUPO

3200 Perkins Rd. S00%
2465 POPLAR AVE.
4770 Poplar Ave.

.?:•ttt•ttttf

OCEAN SPRAY

3473 Summer Ave.
SAUCE

PRICES EXPIRE SAT. OCT. 26

NA8104:NIP RMILAtiO

Usoon AWEIIIIEET

•

4 lim it •

16 oz. • 2
FOR
:r7

•
•

•

CRANBERRY

47)30 Somme, Ave.

12 OZ. 19

FRYERS
35.1 W3HOI...
Lm
, E,
24*LB.

9
3.-

FISHER BEEF BACON 12.ozdP.KG
REG. 730
23w.

'With coupon end $5.00 eddlHonal pvrehese, excludin •
'value of coupon reerehan'dls• (fresh milk products on •
tobacco also excluded In eirsplIenee with stets jaw)..
Coupon expIres'Wedneedep pool," 30 1965.,
soupcon per family per week. •
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How Small College
Made Out Saturday

Ex-Cub Outfielder
Sold To AL Pilots

NEW YORK - (UPI) How the top 10 small college CINCINNATI (UPI) - The '
Cincinnati Reds Tuesday sold,
(Coetinued Frees Page 13) halfback James Lewis. Oak. teams fared this weekend:
outfielder Bob Raudman from
but the Scrappers have a del
1
San
Diego
St.
beat
Los
haven, the pre-season pick and
feat and a tie to go against
their Indianapolis farm club to
Angeles St. 37-14.
the
first to feel the Lester ilkthem as the league enters the
2. North Dakota St. beat the New Seattle Pilots of the
tent when the Lions started its
American League for an ,unfinal two weeks of play.
North Dakota 14-8,
present three game winning
3 Texas A&I lost to East disclosed sum.
IUNRATED SHOWS
skein with an upset over the
Texas St. 35-27.
SHOWS OFF
4. Eastern Kentucky lost to Rudman, 26, a left-handed
Two MIAA teams have been Hawks are a game back with
batter, hit .212 and seven home
Akron 31-20.
listed among the top ten rated a 2-1 slate. Trezevant, who
5. New Mexico Highlands runs for Indianapolis in the Pa-,
teams in the staet. Catholic could throw the league into a
beat Colorado Mines 55-14. cific Coast League last season.l
was the Ittest victim of a three team deadlock by slipping
week,
Lester
this
past
may
6.
Chattanooga beat East He formerly played briefly in
lesser known eleven when the
the majors with the Chicago'
T nnessee 16-6
Terriers were trampled 27-6 determine the eventual 1-A
winner
Bears
The
won
have
7.
Arkansas
State
College
Cubs
'
by undefeated Melrose before
lost to Arkansas Tech 17t e wetk's largest crowd last two in a row sine:: an opening
14.
week. Melrose raised its mar- loss to Oakhaven. This includes
IT PAYS TO ADVERTIZE IN
last week's 31-19 thrashing of
8. Tampa beat Eastern
red record to 7-0 before 4,500 iwestsi
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
de.
Michigan
21-0.
at Crump Stadium. Larryl
Perkins led a high geared offense
which netted
nearly
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER NEWSSTAND DIRECTORY
350 yards. James Parham led
the Golden Wildcat TD parade
The Tri-State Defender Goes On Sale Each Thursday At The Following Locations:
with a pair from close range
RUSSELL REXALL DRUG
ALEXANDER SUNDRY
while teammates Norris ChamKAUFFMAN DRIVE-IN
2445 Chelsea
387 Leath
GROCERY
bers and Ken Hill rounded out
SILVER STAR
ALDALE CASH GROCERY
1297 Lauderdale
the Terrier tanning with two
DRIVE-IN GROCERY
862 Wellington
KLONDYKE
and three
FOOD
yards burst for
178W. Mitchell Rd.
527-8150
CENTER
scores. Perkins was five for
BUNGALOW SUNDRY
SUBURBAN DRUG
1287 Vollentine
six with his passes. Larry
752 E. McL•rnor•
1092 Chelsea
276-9509
Mallory continued
948-4576
his fine
Fresh Meats & Veg.
BAILEY'S DRUG STORE
Pres. & D•l. Servic••
work in the Melrose secondary,
2547 Broad Avenue
KLONDYKE SUNDRY
picking off one Catholic pass
SUAREZ
PHARMACY
BELL'S SUNDRY
1293 Vollentin•
1 046 Thomas
which led to a Melrose TD.
943 Lauderdale
272-3112
525.8811 - 526.9727
526-9940
Free 0th very
Melrose must now consider
Prescriptions & Drugs
Free Delivery Open 7 Days
its remaining threat, the high
L & H SUNDRY
9 a.m.. 12 P.T.
STROZIER DRUGS
flying Treadwell Eagles who
142 Silverage
COLLEGE ST. SUNDRY
2192 Chelsea
are 3-0 after last week's 12-6
1140 College
276.2588
McGOWEN SUNDRY
Pr•s. & D.l. Slaty c•
squaker over Frayser. The
CENTRAL PRESCRIPTION
349 Vance
SHOP
Eagles, boas ting fullback
SMITH SUNDRY
MAGNOLIA
SUNDRY
550 Vance
1117 Florclo
Dick Mosby the league's lead2037 Boyle Avenue
EWING ESSO SERVICE
SMITH'S TEXACO
ing score with 84 points deSTATION
MODEL LAUNDRY
SERVICE STATION
spite being held scoreless by
867 Mississippi
204 W. Brooks
337 Mitchell Rood
Frayser, have a tough row to
FORD ROAD DRIVE-IN
NEWS MART
TRIGG AVE. SUNDRY
hoe closing out their regular
31 99 Ford Road
Magazines & N•wsp DIP'S
455 E. Trigg
GEORGE WALKER'S NEWS
schedule with Catholic Friday
All Out of Town News.
11 01 Firestone
night at Halle and this Friday
TRIPLE A SUNDRY
papers
GOLDEN'S SUNDRY
303 Vance
afternoon a 4 p.m. pull the
10 N. Main
2533 Park Ave.
526-9648
curtain with an encounter with
VIC'S SUNDRIES
324-9322
301 3 Johnson Avenue
Melrose It is my guess that
ORIOLE DRUG
GOSS PHARMACY
1 014 Mississippi
Melrose will have at least a
WELLINGTON SUNDRY
448 Walker Avenue
942.1712
WADLINGTON
tie for the 2-A crown sewed up
HAWKINS GRILL
Pres.
&
Del. Servic•
251 E. McL•more
12-17 E. McLemore
by November 1, the date of
POST OFFICE J. B. SUNDRY
the face off with Treadwell.
WARES SUPERMARKET
BEALE BRANCH
61 5 Vance Avenue
226 W. Brooks Road
Tech was downed by Manassas
PANTAZE DRUG 02
JEL DRIVE-IN GROCERY
27-13, but the Yellow-Jac will
WORLD NEWS CO.
209 Beale
1 560 S. Parkway E.
three to four touchdowns when
Newspopars & Magazin**
PROSPECT REXALL
JEFFERSON GROCERY
From All Towns
they try to stop the Melrose
2243 S. Bellevue Blvd.
4791 Horn Lake Rd.
115 Monroe Av•nuit
championship express.
ROYAL SUNDRY
JIFFY SUNDRY
526-9920
LESTER KEEPS WINNING
2495 Carnes
2509 Park Avenue
LENOW SUNDRY
452-3101
2086 Chelsia
Lester, enjoying one of its
ROSEWOOD PHARMACY
LINCOLN SUNDRY
Speedy Delivery
better seasons despite four
1 918 Lauderciale
652
Richmond
PARK KRICK DRIVE INN GRO.
losses in non-league games.
WELLINGTON
ST. SUNDRY
ROSE LYNN SUNDRY
2268 Pork Ave.
918 S. Wellington
appear headed for the 1-A
BELLEVUE 7 11 DRIVE INN GRO.
429 S. Orleans
PRESCOTT DRUGS
crown after easily handling
1804 S. Bellevue
S. Bisllevu• &Gill
SANDERS DRUG CO.
J&J SUNDRY
East 26-7 last week. A small
LITTLE LITE SUNDRY
565 S. Parkway E.
2119 Chelsea Ave.
1649 Latham
crowd watched the Lions conPEARSON GPO.
948-4531
GENERAL DRUGS
vert East mistakes into touch3540 Weaver Rd.
281 W. Mitchell
downs. Two were scored by

THERE IS
A DIFFERENCE

THEKRo6iRjlT
..\ ,

YOU CAN

I-

--- eel
a

7grg
YOUR
FOOD COSTS.
WITH

Slashed
Prices
plus Top Value Stomps
MORRELLS,16 to 18-lb.

Cooked Ham
Sliced Bacon
Whole Fryers
LOOK FOR THIS
LABEL WHEN YOU
Chuck Roast
BUY BEEF
Meat Dinners
•
Redeem 10th Week
Congratulations
"CAPER" Coupons
for 650 Top Value
Stamps plus 700 Cash
Saving NOW!
Top Value Stamps
Whole or Butt5 9 c

COUNTRY STYLE - RINDLESS

KROGER FRESH

U.S. CHOICE TEN DERAY

BANQUET

All Varieties
except Ham 11-0z. pkg.331::

When you buy Kroger Tenderay brand
Beef, the quality is always guaranteed.

N o sptays or chemicals ore ever added
to Tendency. It is tendered NATURALLY
to taste best.

•

Mrs. Raye L. Dudley
Address...
.1516 Waverly St .
JUST CALL MRS. PHILLIPS AT
743-2630 AND WE'LL SEND YOU
A GIFT CERTIFICATE GOOD
FOR A TENDER AY SIRLOIN

411••111••••••••••,

ift)
T1 e

REDEMPTION
CENTERS

e'r

COFFEE

Mrs. Monger was recently added
S. GLADYS MONGER
to the ibook.lre•p'ng and auditing deportment.

MRS. YERDIE TAYLOR
Mrs. Taylor has. worked In the
shirt department 'Once 1955. We solute Mrs. Taylor.

ore conveniently located at

Maryland Club, Edger's,
KROGER,
Maxwell House
1-1b.
or Chase 1-1b.
or
can j
& Sanborn's can

1520 UNION AVE.
EASTGATE CENTER
WHITEHAVEN PLAZA
fRAYSER PLAZA

4111A

101
°1141141.11b
4.

with this coupon and $5.00 additional
purchase, excluding tobacco and fresh or frozen milk
products.
Good thru Tues, Oct.29 .Limit One.

10 ant. - 5 p.m.
TUESDAY THRU SATURDAY

o3er

CLOSED MONDAYS

KROGER SANDWICH

BREAD
GIANT AJAX
JUICE ORANGES
SWEET POTATOES

1-1b. 8-oz loaves

EACH

DETERGENT

Nhtirita

MRS. EMMA BUFORD... Mrs. Buford is a veteran employee
or i-oeb's Loundees.

tio. Blue, a long time employee In
MR. WALTER BLUE
Lo•Vs Laundries, as supervisor of the Shirt Deportment.

31b. 1 oz. pkg.

250
590

4-lb. bag

The Bill Loeb "difference" makes the difference!
It makes the difference in equal employment
opportunities for Memphis citizens.
It makes the difference in a chain of quality
laundries which are the best-known and busiest
in the city . . . providing fine service and good
jobs to make the community more progressive.
The Bill Loeb "Difference" makes the difference
... with the Loeb's Tennessee Pit Bar-B-0
Centers ... a complex of first-class, top quality barbecue and fried chicken outlets, which
have rapidly become good eating headquarters
all over Memphis.

The Bill Loeb "Difference" makes the difference
because the Loeb-Enterprises have hundreds of
black and white employes . . Memphians all ...
have good paying employment ... and the "boss"
is loyal to them.
The Loeb "difference" makes the difference because Bill Loeb is an alert, progressive, trained
business man, who puts the human factor
first And that makes the "difference."

LB

FOR EXTRA TOP

1

1()

Congratulations
M rs.

Emogene Wilson

Address 186£1*GlenviewA v,.
JUST CALL MRS. PHILLIPS
AT 743-2630 AND WE'LL SEND
YOU A GIFT CERTIFICAT
E
GOOD FOR 1,500 TOP VALUE
STAMPS!

50
50
100
SO
50
SO
SO
50
SO
SO
100
25
•

OEBS
r1
-r-s j...v
u CL.......y
1
t,,`''',,

One

An equal
opportunity
employer

25
25
•

vm.ur STAMPS

to
r/29
XP.

pktm }limey nr Rep.
Graininnt for Knitter Zita
with 4 pkgs. to•trt.•
r:elatins
Itil IWO 210 If, inasct
BUlinninsi *cad
with S2.011 portitavr 44
liallestern

' pkgs. Flyer breast
fanCI or Thighs
with
!market
(;n.,ilarl Reef
42.8.5
ttitlt Tr•Tili-iav krottotl.
•it I -IS•ne Steaks
vidt 3.111, tirioirtd Clow k
2.11). &melees Ste.
with 2 ph., Breakfast or
Center-Cut /Silk Chtlis •
with 3-Ih
5•11t. Country
Club•Canned Ham
with I
pkaa Kroger
Sliced Lunch Meats
nnh any 3 pig. Fel-Shiire
,•r SeaPak Seahad

•••••1

lJ
[i§]

siiIi 10-11, P„tatine,
Ei
with

beads Lettute

soiL 1/2-eal. Cider
..?h'-Iii Popcorn

m• ar vat. vac vac sac si0
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Saturday Downtown Only 'Specials

I UlL3

RELIEF SHORT

Classified Ad

ORDER CLERK

Section

Carousel Restaurant

These items on sale Downtown only Saturday,
October
mail or phone orders. Limited
q uantities26*
. No

Information Mailing to return of two
Garman Shepherds - one. solid white.
lad one, black and tan.
3E7-8115
or
537-10$3

NORTH WOOD PARK
APTS.

FASHION - TRAVEL
EARN

Spacious 2 bedroom apt. Wired for
4-C Water furnished. Off street parking. iles Mr. Avant, 1146 Breedlov•
apt No. 11.

8.99

Many styles in 100% wool or
100%
acrylic. Cable stitch fisherman knit
sweaters in cardigan or p u I I o v
er
styles. 34-42.
Better Sportswear, Downtown Second
FI

$40 Junior pant suit

$20
Fortrel-cotton dresses $32450 misses' dresses
1/3 off

14.99

Button front casual dresses in washa ble Fortrel polyester and cotton.
Adjustable pull-through tie b e I t.
Grey, green, or rust. Sizes 10-20.
Better Sportswear, Downtown Second
Floor

21.32-3332
Wool-nylon flannels, crepes, and
wool knits. Assorted styles and
colors, reduced from our r e g u la r
stock. Sizes 8-18.
Dresses, Downtown Second Floor

5.99 sheer draperies $90 fur trimmed coats

$28

2.99

67.90

corduroy pant suit with bsay
jacket, A-line skirt, fly-front pants.
Imported from Israel. Brown or
grey.

White Tetron ninon sheer draperies
that drip dry, never need ironing.
48x63" or 72".
6.99 sheer draperies, 48x81" or 90"

Forstmann's fleece, worsted ottomans, or twists, all 100% wool.
Fashion coats, lavishly trimmed coljars. Sizes 8-16.

3.99

Coats. Downtown Second Floor
'Fur Products labeled to show cotlntry of oriole of
impaled furs.

Cotton

Sizes 7-15

Junior Work!, Downtown Second Floor

Draperies, Devmtown, Lower Main

$6 corduroy slacks

$18-$25 fall dresses

3.99

12.99

Misses' proportioned pants of cotton
corduroy. Self belt. Navy, g r ee n, Misses' and women's fall dresses in
brown, or grey. Average 8-18, or tall many fabrics, styles, and colors,
12-20.
Sizes 10-20, 12/
1
2-22/
1
2.
M.T.T.M. Soortsveear, Downtown Main Floor
Dindime Dresses, Downtown Second Floor

15.99 pr. peacocks

$546 dress jeans

2

for

$7

Rayon-acetate-nylon blend in hopsack weave. Tapered styling. Green,
brown, or blue. 8-20 regular, 8-16
slim. (3.69 each)
Boys' World, Downtown Main Floor

.

$5-$10 Orlon sweaters brushed nylon gowns

6.99 each

3.99

4.99

Ornamental metal p e a c 0 c k wall
p I a q u e s, handsomely finished in
green and gold.

Slipover style novelty sweaters in
washable Orlon acrylic. Pink, green,
yellow, or orange. 34-40.

Shift or long gowns of warm brushed
nylon. Pink, blue, or maize. Sizes
S-M-L

Gifts. Downtown. LOW Main

M.T.T.M Sportswear, Downtown Main Floor

Lingerie, Downtown Second Floor

nylon tricot pajamas

carpet samples

boys' slack sets

2

for

$5

48°

Solid color nylon tricot pajamas with
contrasting trim. Coat style top, long
pants. 34-38.
Lingerie, Downtown SegOrld Floor

2

$7

for
each, 3.59

Large assortment of manufacturers'
carpet samples in many colors. 18x Turtleneck polo shirts and solid color 27" size.
slacks. Permanently pressed. 2-6x.

$749 loafer style shoes $548 famous blouses

3.66

2.99

8.99

Cotton, crepe, or acetate blouses in
prints or solids. Misses' sizes 30-38.

Zip•out linri. First q u a lit y all
weather roars. Black or olive. 6-16.

Budget Shoes, Downtown Lower Main

M.T.T.M Sportswear, Downtown Main Floor

Bt,doet Store, Lower Main

$5-$8 children's shoes

4 for 2.50 nylons

2

Short sleeved nylon knits in broken
colors. Men's sizes.
Budget Store, Lower Main

4

$5

Pair

Many styles and colors. Closeouts
and irregulars.

for

$69

5.97

Hair-color rinse, shave cream, cornpacts, many, many items!

Just 75! Chrome finish M u n se y
toaster-broiler with thermostat control. Broils, toasts, warms ... right
at the table.

Cosmetics, Downtown Main Floor

Furniture, Downtovm, Lower Main

Housewares. Downtown, Lower Main

$28 misses' coats

14.88

12.99

Famous brand nylon gloves, novelty
styles.

100% wool coats in solid colors or
plaids. Sizes 4-14.

Leather-look vinyl and c o t t o n in
brown. Front zip jacket. Sizes 7-14.

Budget Store, Lower Main

Girls' World, Downtown Main Flacr

boys' cotton rans

$6 leather handbags

1.77

1.99

Vinyl-cotton A-line skirts

in leather

brown color. 7-14.
Girls' World, Downtown Main Floor

$25-$30 girls' coats

15.99
Many styles and patterns in

little

girls' sizes 4-6x.
Children's World, Downtown Main Floor

Elmer Harris Realty Company
327-6192

3534 Park Ave.

HOME FOR SALE
- Messick and Melon,'
Near MSU
Two Bedrooms and Den. Refrigerator
and stove included. Shady Yard, GI
or FHA Loan. Easy to buy, like paying rent Garage attached to house.
window guards. Beautiful inside.
Located at 2976 CARRINGTON RD.
Call Mrs. W. N. Baxter

FOR SALE
New and Used Furniture & Appliance.
We carry notes on used merchandise
Call: phasic& Furniture & Appliance
527-6133
BEE LINE FASHION needs 3 women In this area to show nationally
advertised lines. Free clothing plus
profit. No canvassing or collecting.
Use of ear necessary.
Phone 398-7634 after 5

52.54938 or 276-3467

EH

HOUSEHOLD
HOUSE FOR SALE
- I
Twin BR. suite and bedding. $9.,
White Bed Frame $5. Grey Dresser!
DUPONT-GRACE
and mirror. $45. Big Duncan Phyfe
Dining room
table and 6 ladder
Live near your work! Darling 3 BR
back chairs. $100. Set of Drums.
home. 2615 Maverick. Can Assume
$90. Lovely
Westinghouse 21' TV low equity, $68 mo. or New loan.
and
Record
Control,
New
$125.
Stenderett Machine. $125. New Lady
MRS JEAN MONTANDON 682-3253
Ream Hairdryer and Manicure Set.
$25.
Expensive
platium
wig
and
WILSON GALBREATH CO.
stand. $25.00.

BUSINESS FOR SALE

2156 Union
Realtor
276-4515

180 Crestmere Place
(Poplar -- Parkway)

rump
& Co.

MISCELLANEOUS
New piece Good and Huge Box
Quilt & Rug Scraps,
180 Crestmere Place

SMOKEY BAR.B.Q

of

'
HOMES FOR SALE
Memphis Frayser Area
..,to.
LOW QUALITY
FOUR 3 Bedroom Homes. Payment
$63 to $73 per month. Wall to wall
Separate
conditioned.
carpets.
Air
living and dining room. Fenced beck
yard.

(poplar - Parkway)
Well Established
Flar-B-Q and Sandwich business in
CLOTHING
an excellent location on
Lamar at
Barksdale. If you are interested in
E. P Allgood Realty
Big lot of ladies fine clothes.
Day
HOLLYWOOD
Night
Sizes 15 - 16. Very good prices.
and
CHELSEA - a good business, call for an appointment
see
discuss
and
to
terms.
872-1477
8724659 -•
Only one in area. During good busiAMIE
ness. Will show books
HARRIS
lawitzird
REALTY
Jetdodl
CO.
Practically
all
new
equipment. $15.000
ISO Crestmere Place
with I 946-7236
946-2264
SINGLE MAN. 39. would like to
$10.000 down.
1170 Mississippi
become acquainted
school
with
Charles Moore
LOST & FOUND
357-3333
teacher or
between
nurse
the
J. R. Atkins
276-0874 REFRIGERATOR $35. RANGE, $30: Black & White Male Collie In southages of 30 and 40. I am a
Home
Realty
Company
21-INCH TV. $35; AUTO WASHER. west part of Shelby County near
homeowner
with automobile and
2434 Chelsea
$55. DRYER. $35: DEEP FREEZER. State line. Reward.
398-3437
steady job. Call 946-0397 after
MEN. ARA
323-4024 $50.
276-7119
5 p. m. Object is matrimony.

BUSINESS FOR SALE
BAKERY

ENE

EXQU:SITE

Casual style leather handbags.

Budget Store, Lower MO,

Handbags, Downtown Main Floor

iMP

-d

b

TRANSLUCENT

•

First quality cotton jrans. Assorted
colors. 6-16.

3.99 gripper coats

.
I

CHINA

$243 costume jewelry

2.88

880

Drip dry cotton print casuals in assorted colors. 10-20.

Assorted pieces of costume jewelry
in pins and earrings. Many styles.

Budget Store, Lower Main

Jewelry, Downtown Main Floor

Create a mood for gracious dining
with a table service so fine, you'll
be tempted to display it in a cabinet and bring it out only for the
most important occasions. Vi t,
now so inexpensive you can grace
your table with it every day'

$10 boys' jackets

$6 men's turtleneck

7.99

16.95 Mattel doll

3.99

11.96

100% Orlon acrylic shirts in gold,
white, black, or navy. S-M-L-XL,

Just 12! Tippee Toes doll with her
own tricycle and toy horse.

* BREAD &

PAM'S Sportswear, Downtown Main Floor

Toys, Downtown Lower Main

PLATES

Dacron polyester-cotton jackets with
zip front, elasticized waist, convertible collar. Maize, tan, navy, or
celery. 8-20.

HOME - INVESTMENT
Large 2-Bedroom Brick Duplexes In
good neighborhood.
All are rented.
Will sell FHA or VA at the appraise
value or for an investment. We can
sell all Duplexes at a very attractive
price. For further information
call
Mrs. Virgie Eenndy
452-7830

Gen. Curtis LeMay, George Wallace's third party running
mate, tells a Miami press conference that integration is
the only answer to the nation's racial problems. According
to Gen. LeMay, integration had worked well in the military services and would also work in civilian life. "We've
been living together, working together, and fighting together, and we haven't had any problems," said the retired
Air Force chief of staff. LeMay added that he did not
believe his racial view differed from Wallace's. (UPI Tele.
photo)

$17 western jackets

880

6.99

apt. See resident agent, 1146 Breedlove. Apt. No. 11.

at:
HE'S FOR INTEGRATION

114.50 Heritage tables 8.95 Munsey toaster
Italian Provincial style tables in your
choice of end table, round lamp
table, commode table or nest of
tables,

$10 leather-look skirts

I WANTED - COLORED
DEALER
for galas and service of new
space
design cleaner*. $500 investment
secured by merchandise required.
Sales
experience helpful. We will train
and
&seta in organizing your own business. For Information Call 924-6107.
-HELP WANTED. FEMALE
3 Neat appearing ladies with car to
help with our fall rush of business.
Three hours day or evening.
$35 per week. One manager opening,
Write:
C. C. Broyle
1805 W. Holmes Road
Memphis 38109

FOR SALE
21 in T. V. Bet. $35. Refrigerator.
Gas Range. $30
$35.
Automatic
Washer, $35. Small Deep Freeze, $50.
276-7119

HosierY, Downtown Main Floor

19°

Gloves, Downtown Main Floor

Negro professional man,
36, single, former Memphian. Desires writing unattached women 24-35. L.
Louviere 1428 Fair, Columbus, Ohio 43205

HELP WANTED
rooks, Chlebee Packers.
Jaen Pirtle Olive Is
1217 is. Bellevue

1,99

Choose from a wide selection of
cosmetics in a tablefull of specials!

$3 nylon gloves

FOLLOW THE SUN
Need 12 young men - Travel New
York City. California and return
New Car Transportation Furniehed.
Bring driver's license -- $350 per
month-plus commisslon-plus bonus
Immediate Draw Account
Everybody welcome at Interview regardless of race, color or creed.
For Appointment For Personal Interview Phone 526-5883

HOME AND BUSINESS
LJyttig Quarters with Grocery Store
Fixture. Can be handle on Terms.
1519 N. Trezevant
Charles Moore
357-333 or 323-4024
I. F. Hubbard
278-0959

Sheer nylon hosiery in fashion shades
for fall.

Budget Shoes. Downtown Lower Main

cosmetic bargains

For Appointment For Personal Interview Phone: 526-5883.

11.99 Eoys' coats

Teens' and women's loafers and
and sport shoes. Many styles.

1.88

Account

Everybody WeICOm• at interview
gals:Lissa of race color or creed.

Children's World, Downtown Main Floor

Floor Coverings, Downtown, Lower Main

3.95 knit shirts

J. D. MARKS REALTY
COMPANY
62 N. MAIN STREET
JACKSON 5-1796

Need 21 young ladles. leave Immediately for New York City via Eastern
Airlinems---Guaranteed $150 per month
-Plus commission-plus bonus.
Immediate Draw

11.99-13.99
fisherman knits

2924 Walnut Grove Road

REWARD

* DINNER PLATES
* CUPS * SAUCERS
* DESSERT DISHES

Regency
Rose

EACH
with FAcH
Kos Penes,/
NO LIMIT

featuring fluted rims, the hallmark
of the most expensive china.

BUTTER

Boys' World, Downtown Main Floor

$1 Guardsman hose

$5-$7 girls' dresses

1.49-2.59 knit shirts

79°

2.88

990-1.49

3 for 2.25

Little girls' dresses in assorted styles,
colors. Sizes 4-6x.

Infants' and toddlers' knit s h i r t s.
Broken sizes. Limited quantities.

Children's World, Downtown Main Floor

Children's World, Downtown Main Floor

Orlon acrylic and stretch nylon. One
size fits men 10-13. Many colors.

AIM

"The Club," Downtown Main Floor

$11 no-iron slacks

7.99
Permanently pressed Dacron polyester and Avril rayon dress slacks in
sizes 30-42.
Aken'S Clothing, Downtown Main Floor

1.99-2.49 Arnel crepe $10 no-iron golf jackets

1.29

$5

yd.

Textured Arnel triacetate crepe in
prints, solids, or checks. Fully wash _
able. 45" wide.

Men's polyester-cotton unlined jackets. Permanently pressed. Olive,
tan, or navy. S-M-L-XL.

Fashlon Fabrics, Downtown Main Floor

Men's Sportswear, Downtown Main Floor

Weite

0

LowenaCean and 31c)63a)
DOWNTOWN OPEN SATURDAY 10 'TIL 6 P.M.

gleaft-Sello PetAreaSee ISSS

Quality
Stamps

S

SHOP
BIG
STAR
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SATURDAY, OCTOBER 26, 1968

DEFENDER

EAST MEMPHIS
NEW FORD CAR & TRUCE HD9TRS

NOBODY Walks Away!
NEW CAR TRADE-1NS

'68 Wildc't $3395 '66 Impala $1995
2-door hardtop, NAM'
six, power isteertng. saga.
natio, white side Win
tires, radio, wheel oreeri.

4-door modem factory air,
power steering. power
brakes, automatic, vinyl
roof, white side wall
Urea

j

'68 LTD ..$3395 '68 Ford. $3095

Galaxie 500 2-doer hard.
top, formal factory air.
power steering. V-S, radio, white aide wall tiro.

4-docw hardtop, factory
air, power steering, powbrakes, automatic,
er
'vinyl divot, white side
ti
a.
wall
'IN

Drama Clubs To Stage
In White America'
The student drama clubs of
College
and
LeMoyne-Owen
Memphis
Southwestern
at
are combining their talents for
the presentation of Martin Duberman's "In White America."
The production will be presented at LeMoyne-Owen. Oct.
31, Nov. 1 and Nov. 2, and at
Southwestern, Nov. 3-4.

James R. Lee, drama coach
at LeMoyne-Owen, is directing
the play. Ray Hill is in charge
of the Southwestern group.
The cast will include Priscilla Hayes, Jesse Jones, Ridley Anderson, Melanie Kohler
and Carolyn Henry (singer-vocalist) of LeMoyne-Owen, and
David Hardy, Bill Peresta and
John Bryan (g uitaris t) of
Southwestern.

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
MORE

MAKES YOU LOOK
OLDER THAN YOU ARE

8

Moyne-Owen, and standing,
left to right: Carolyn Faye
Anderson and Jesse Jones,
John
of
LeMoyne, and
Bryan and Bill Peresta of
Southwestern.

LICK BLACK
AT YOUR DRUGGIST

`41-,71!.
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13•jai

01 IMPUDITY
TOW
SO
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lily!

bovine Nagaoka*am 1
0.. Myer 21 Tears

TM largest bock Of
;11,11.klaira Pons
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SWAM

li Yews
Imord hoar
PrIgidairs.
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MA Corrlimt Charg•

Paylary
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2450 SUMMER al HOLLYWOOD
Open Nites TIT

SAVE!
NOW

FOR

1

YOURS
HOME

ELONG

0 41
41
6
)°)

4k%

Cuts Fuel Costs
Warmer In
Winter

Why Sacrifice Qualitje, When You Can
'Get FRIGIDAIRE at These Low Prices

989

401 TZAR taw=sod PARTS *** *****•••:••••NO CHARGE

TOTAL COST
FOR 5 FULL YEARS

NO CIIIAROS

$18995
_
111

Frigidaire Elec. Automatic Dryer
malaAlRetit= NUR
MODEL DAN SNOWCREST WHITE

AMP

$13995

let TIIAR SIIVICI sod PARTS

k0 CblAtall

204 TEAR SIRVKI mad PARTS

NO CAANG4

3•4 TSAR SAWICZ owl PARTS

•••'.4. NO CHARM

4th TSAR sitireatamil PARTS ••••••••••••••••••• NO CIMAROR
alb'TSARSW=ire&PARTS ••••••4•••:••••••••IRO MARRS

TOTAL COST # $13995
All Models of Frigidaire Washers and Dryers
Carry the Sams 5-Year Written Guarantee
bad Maria were
*Is Smola *ft* billkalow
Prom. alS044
era,onabisayas es,* hobo level.b

Ii....$eoardle&to Wisher No40( •
To Tit Asy Need & SODOIT

Mr-forea. ID* wawa to

0.110.e.

4 Illorelkimeadeilelo Smile
lie!Wheezy Mood& Pena

30.0.•
there 2144404

WHITEHAVEN
4:111 HIM it So.
Raw 294-099%

[FRAYSER 1
In., se at

Nino 134440

Phone 1244111

411.16. by kw &mak"beibll

Siding() Roofing()Storm Windows()

Name
Addreso

CALL ANY TIME
1

IF NO ANSWER CALL 272
WOOD SIDING-AFTER 3 YEARS
usually shows signs of flaking,
peeling, chipping, even crack. mg! RequiK es. co stly_rnainten axite and painting. BUT
OUR SPECIAL SIDING outlasts ordinary sidings for
years and years
Ordinary
wood

4.1111111111.111111111.1111.1*
41.1 4 Noses
Opeo IR 11 oas.

An lamer

We understand that we must
be at least 21 years of age,
and live in this house to take
I
advantage of this special sale. r
.e
We are interested in learning •Inoz
about your complete line of products. lil

I.

City

-

LAMAR

p
.

278-7232 #

G. KINKIL

3

rg*Vooraer.

'SEND CARD IN TODAY I

278-7233

ACE APPLIANCE CO.
EAST

with every
completed

a•

State

Telephone

248

a
•

Best Time to Call

Abr.

TOR 3 FULL YEARS

L E. GATUN

TEFLON
COOKWARE

I

OUT OF TOWN
--CALL COLLECT
or
For Faster Service
-Call NOW
-4c9te (904
•7€197

abies

FREE GIFT

304 TIME SERINO sag PARTS •••••ise•••••••• NO =AN*

-Sib TIM SERVICA sod PARTS •

how

SPECIAL!

INSTALLED BY
EXPERTS

NO CHARGE

201 TEAR SERVICE sod PARTS ••••*******sato•$acs owes

toiLlersegresselk

%rap Oa& as-iwas
h• axe.,

In8t ti ed

Price includes the
cost of all labor and
materials for an
average size house
u,p to a full 1,000
square. feet.

Beautiful Colors
Washes With A
Garden Hose
Greater Resale
Value
Change The
A_ppe aranc e
of Your Home

MOM gitr"

let TEAR SERVICE sad PARTS

Com,

We Sell What We
Advertise

Cv.i:s Painting &
Repair Uos-ts

NO MONEY
• DOWN
NO
'
PAYMENT TH.
FEBRUARY 69

PIRSIOAliti
ACTION WILMS
MODEL WAN SNOWCREST WHITE

0

ABSOLUTELY
NO GIMMICKS!

Cooler In
Summer

0
0Mo

verisgaskagliasseklairaddma
braishsesiskdetkaspleirsekraspeiss.
•fele Jae Vat.Dubs eausilt Nst
Nig MINNS
SNP &Om Nep
Ikaassk NM*
atheism Ilisahtliddliselsolla
SPAWN teete esMin MN&
erahleele'Nod&ft WAt.Name.

4

DG
Economical

frIg
.'"11

404131

•

TAKE UP TO 5 YEARS TO PAY-NO MONEY DOWN

Frigidaire 1968
Jet Action WASHER
has DPC For
No4r.on Fabrics'
•balleNielhalleiepaShiellalli

PAC

..444444•4144.111=4M14

Ace Appliance Co. Exclusive 5' Year Written Guarantee is Delivered With The
Purchase of Either FrigidaireWasher or Dryer

•

4-door sedan, factOrr
power steering, radio.
white side w41 tires,
wheel coven, automatic.

HERFF FORD

MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges Oa Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL IA 64450

Ma5.0(5babe by"sae
lbakabah lbelbary.
Mho We IA

o
031,"r4 t
I lit

'66 Ford. $1895

NOBODY Walks Away!

LOAN OFFICE
EPSTEIN
112 16418$ BEALE ST.

IS bob,OforYkDat
Swalea barbs

*thud 81446418/11/0

2-door hardtop, factory'
n power
air, automatic,
whit*
ateetiug. V,
-(1
aide wall tires, wheel
covers. vinyl roe&

'98 4-door hardtop, factory air, full power.

176 & 1711 SEAL STREET JA 6.5300.4

spicuasses

Super Sport convertible,
factory air, power steering, power brakes, automatic, white side wall
tires, wheel covers.

'66 Ford. $1895 '66 Ford $1895

'64 Duds. $1295

'THIS IS ONE moat REASON WHY AIME AND MORE PlOPLE!WY FROM ACE APPLIANCE'
1

'67 Chn $2295

XL. V-S, bucket seats.
console. radio, power
steering, white side wall
tires, wheel covers. vinyl
roof.

FREE 5 YEAR SERVICE Within a 25-Mile Radius of the City Units of Memphis,Tenn.
OM DAY MY
711•Weety feerice

ractosy atr, power stair.
In& power brakes, load.
ed. extra nice.

Truck. 17-1, good conditon.

.

mem.•

'67 Tad $2495

'62 Ford ..$695

Don't suffer golly. Get ORA-1EL, in second*
yr get relief,from throbbing toothache Pain.
yOut
1 ,7:
sient hm
st,-croai:ssmr.VdT=mended by many deotists. Ask pharmacist for
4

5 Year Guarantee on Frigidaire Washers and Dryers
including Parts and Service at No Extra Cost
I

Montclair, 4-door sedan,
factory air, Power steering, power brakes, radio,
automatic, white aids wall
tire.% wheel cover,.

TOOTHACHE

Only Ace Appliance Co. Offers You
The trlyeet bbarkin
alibiratt
"ie.

'66 Merc. $1995

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUN:• LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE

i4h4 lOOKYOUISER
ger

CONVENIENT
LOCATIONS
.11PI tINKS OM( YOU
;it PRIMOINIPAt

AMERICA'

ATHAN'S
N LOAN

GRAY HAIR

CAN YOU USE

Will 1 L

These
LeMoyne.Owen
drama
Southwestern
and
combining
students
are
their talents for the presentation
of
Martin
Duber.
man's 'In White America.!
The play, decribed as a
platform reading, will be
L eMoynepresented
in
Owen's Little Theatre, Oct.
31, Nov. 1 and Nov. 2, and
at Southwestern, Nov. 3-4.
seated,
The
preformers,
left to right: Carolyn Faye
Hayes
Henry,
P r iscilla
and Melanie Kohler of Le-

Oar.,

[World Wide ebatri6utorl
6O-4

COVrtt,

7tHEINEEP1S

38104

13 DAY SALE - CALL NOW II
REMEMBER- our Special Sale 1
For 3 days only - TOP QUALITY
ROOF IN - during this special sale 4
50
4
only a LO -LOW price of
All our workmanship and m ate r i a
guaranteed. 3 DAY SALE ONLY!

